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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 AUTHORIZATION

On April 8, 1997, the City of Coburg amended the contract with KCM, Inc. to develop a Storm
Drainage Master Plan for the area contained within the City's urban growth boundary(UGB).
The Oregon Economic Development Department is funding the plan with a Technical
Assistance Grant through the Special Public Works Fund.

1.2 PURPOSE

The purpose of this study is to evaluate optional drainage measures and recommend a plan for
solving existing storm drainage problems and provide guidance for implementation of future
storm drainage improvements within the City of Coburg.

The study consists of the following tasks:

• Task 1 - Project Management: This task involves meetings and coordination with
City of Coburg and Lane County staff to discuss Coburg Road storm drainage
alternatives and discussion of alternatives in other areas of the City.

• Task 2 - Existing System Review: This task includes identification of existing
drainage problems and evaluation of alternatives for application in various service
areas within the City.

• Task 3 - Identify Recommended Improvements: This task identifies the
recommended improvements or types of drainage measures to be implemented by
the City and/or new development, according to various service areas.

• Task 4 - Prepare Master Plan: This task includes documentation of the previous
tasks in a draft plan for City review and comment, and preparation of a Final Storm
Drainage Master Plan.
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CHAPTER 2
STUDY AREA CHARACTERISTICS

2.1 STUDY AREA

Currently, very few storm drainage facilities exist in the City of Coburg. For consideration of
future drainage service, the following service areas have been defined based upon similarity in
land use characteristics and are shown on Figure 2.1:

• Area MS: The area west of Coburg Road comprised primarily of residential zoning
and projected to be served by Mill Slough for drainage.

• Area Le: The area adjacent to Coburg Road and Van Duyn Road to be served by
Lane County's storm drainage piping system.

• Area DW: The area south of Dixon Street and east of Coburg Road comprised
primarily of residential zoning and projected to be served by dry wells.

• Area P-DW: The area north of Mill Street and east of Harrison Street comprised
primarily of residential zoning and projected to be served by a combination of new
piping system and dry wells.

• Area GW-N: The area north of Van Duyn Road and west of Interstate 5 comprised
primarily of Light Industrial and Highway Commercial zoning and projected to be
served by infiltration facilities.

• Area GW-S: The area south of Van Duyn Road and west of Interstate 5 comprised
primarily of Light Industrial and Highway Commercial zoning and projected to be
served by infiltration facilities.

The future-conditions service area is defined as the entire area within the UGB.

2.2 CLIMATE AND RAINFALL PATTERNS

The Coburg study area is located between the Coast Range to the west and the Cascades to the
east. The Coast Range protects the area from weather generated over the Pacific Ocean. The
Cascade Range is large and steep and provides protection from continental air moving from the
east to the west. The Cascade Range is steep enough that moist air entering the Willamette
Valley rises up the slopes and produces moderate rainfall.

An average of 35 to 40 inches of precipitation falls annually in Coburg. The majority of the
rainfall occurs during the winter months, with over 80 percent typically occurring between
October and May. Extended winter periods of very low temperatures are uncommon, although
freezing temperatures occur periodically. Freezing temperatures sometimes combine with rain
to produce hazardous icy conditions. Summers are usually mild with little precipitation.
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City of Coburg

2.3 TOPOGRAPHY

Study Area Characteristics

Lands within Coburg's UGB are very flat. Land surface slopes are typically less than 1%
throughout the City. This makes implementation of surface discharging stormwater facilities
very difficult.

2.4 SOILS AND GEOLOGY

Much of the Coburg area is comprised of well-drained soils. Generally, dry wells have
historically been an adequate means of stormwater removal. Roadside drainage has also been
able to accommodate stormwater runoff through infiltration and percolation. Soil series in the
study area are primarily represented by Malabon-Urban land complex, Malabon silty clay
loam, and Salem gravelly silt loam. These soils are predominantly well-drained soils.

2.5 LAND USE

Current zoning, which defines allowable development within the City of Coburg Urban
Growth Boundary (UGB), is shown in Figure 2.1. Existing land use, defined as the actual
development of the area rather than the allowable development, was estimated using aerial
photography. Table 2.1 summarizes the developed area for each kind of land use under existing
conditions, based on the aerial photography.

TABLE 2.1
EXISTING LAND USE (Developed Acres)

Land Use Acres % Total

Residential 110 31
Central Business 15 4
Highway Commercial 25 7
Industrial 18S 52
Open Space 20 6

Total 355 100

2·2



City ofCoburg Study Area Characteristics

Future land use for this study is defined as full buildout within the urban growth boundary to
the limits defined by existing zoning, which is shown in Figure 2.1. The totals within the UGB
are summarized in Table 2.2.

TABLE 2.2
FUTURE LAND USE

Land Use Acres % Total

Residential, low density 140 23
Residential, high density 80 13
Central Business 20 3
Highway Commercial 35 6
Industrial 247 42
Unzoned 58 10
Open Space 20 3

Total 600 100

2.5.1 Population

The 1990 population of the City of Coburg was 763, according to the 1990 Census. Only about
50 percent of the area zoned for residential land use is currently developed, so the population
could double within current land use designation limits.

In recent years the City has seen rapid development in the commercial and industrial sectors of
the City, and it is beginning to see similar trends in residential development. It is reasonable to
expect the City's population to continue to grow given the increase in job base in the industrial
area.

Population projections were based on annual increases of 2.5 percent, using the 1990 population
of Coburg for a starting point. This growth rate is typical for small communities experiencing
rapid industrial development. The projections through the year 2015 are shown in Table 2.3.
The City's estimated 2015 population is 1,260 people, almost double the 1990 population.

TABLE 2.3
POPULATION PROJECTIONS

Year Population
1990 680
1995 770
2000 870
2005 985
2010 1,115
2015 1,415

2-3



City ofCoburg

2.5.2 Residential Development

Study Area Characteristics

The residential development in Coburg is primarily situated around the central business
district. Their are approximately 250 single family residences within the City of Coburg.

With the rate of residential development occurring in Lane County it is reasonable to assume
that the development of residentially zoned land in the City of Coburg will follow the same
trends. This trend has been evident in Coburg with the residential development that has
occurred in the same time frame.

It would be prudent to expect that all vacant land within the urban growth boundary of the
City would be developed within the next 20 years (by the year 2015).

204



CHAPTER 3
EXISTING SYSTEM AND PROBLEM AREAS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The Coburg study area currently relies on Mill Slough, the Muddy Creek Irrigation Canal, dry
wells, and roadside infiltration for stormwater runoff conveyance and removal. As land
development continues, the City of Coburg needs guidance for which of these systems and
stormwater control measures have long-term reliability.

3.2 EXISTING SYSTEM

Mill Slough provides drainage service for the western portion of the study area (generally west
of Coburg Road). This open natural drainageway is a reliable system for long-term stormwater
runoff control when adequately maintained and vegetation managed for hydraulic capacity.
There is a designated floodplain in this area and new developments should be reviewed for
adequate grading and building slab heights to account for this.

Dry wells (infiltration) currently serve portions of the Coburg study area south of Van Duyn
Road and east of Coburg Road. Historically, this means of stormwater removal has been
adequate, however routine maintenance is needed to keep these systems functioning reliably.
Also, retrofitting of dry wells (or sumps) should be incorporated into these systems to include a
two stage system for sedimentation, oil and grease trapping and spill containment to ensure
adequate water quality control and reliable hydraulic capacity.

Portions of the light industrial area and highway commercial zoning have used combinations
of discharge to the Muddy Creek Irrigation Canal and on-site infiltration facilities for
stormwater control.

Residential areas north of Van Duyn Road and east of Coburg Road have no defined
stormwater runoff facilities or flow routes.

3.3 EXISTING PROBLEM AREAS

Currently, the only known flooding problem is near the vicinity of Miller Street and Mill Street.
Inundation of the streets in this area has created nuisance flooding problems for traffic as well
as yard and crawl space flooding to several (5 to 6) homes in the area.

Occasional stormwater discharges to Muddy Creek Irrigation Canal have resulted in concerns
related to stormwater quality.
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CHAPTER 4
DRAINAGE ALTERNATIVES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to present the range of alternative stormwater control measures,
and the location where various measures are most feasible for implementation.

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES

There are many stormwater control alternatives for consideration within the City of Coburg.
The following presents a brief description of alternatives considered:

1) Construct storm sewers and discharge to Lane County's future storm piping system in
Coburg Road and Van Duyn Road - This alternative consists of making connection to
Lane County's future storm drainage system and for purposes of this study is assumed
to include area LC as shown in Figure 2.1 (or equivalent peak discharge amount).

2) Discharge stormwater runoff to Mill Slough - This alternative consists of discharging
stormwater directly to Mill Slough. In order to provide protection of this natural
resource water quality control facilities on site, or at end of pipe prior to discharge to the
slough should also be included.

3) Discharge stormwater runoff to Muddy Creek Irrigation Canal - This alternative
consists of discharging stormwater directly to the canal. However, due to the flat slopes
in the area, the canal could only serve areas adjacent to the canal. In addition, due to
water quality concerns in the canal, provisions for water quality control and spill
containment must be included in this option.

4) Discharge stormwater to dry wells - This alternative consists of constructing and!or
retrofitting existing dry wells in a two-stage manner, to provide sedimentation, oil and
grease trapping and spill containment, prior to discharging into the dry well.

5) Discharge stormwater to infiltration facilties - This alternative consists of constructing
infiltration basins or trenches where stormwater runoff can temporarily be stored
during storm events and drawndown through infiltration between storms.

6) Construct storm sewer system - This alternative consists of constructing new piping to
convey and remove stormwater runoff.

4-1
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4.3 APPLICATION OF ALTERNATIVES

Drainage Alternatives

For the Coburg study area, each of the previously described alternatives should be applied
according location in the system, with the exception of storm sewer system construction. On a
City-wide basis this approach is not practical given the lack of available slope, lack of existing
system, and the overall costs required to change existing streets to curb and gutter systems, and
costs for storm drainage piping.

1) Area MS - The area west of Coburg road comprised primarily of residential zoning
should be served by Mill Slough with on-site or end-of-pipe water quality control prior
to discharging stormwater to Mill Slough.

2) Area LC - The area identified as LC in Figure 2.1. The area within this boundary should
be served by Lane County's future storm drainage piping system in Coburg Road and
Van Duyn Road.

3) Area DW - The area south of Van Duyn Road and east of Coburg Road comprised
primarily of residential zoning should be served by existing and new, two-stage dry
wells. New dry wells should be implemented on an as-needed basis.

4) Area P-DW - The area north of Van Duyn Road and east of Coburg Road comprised
primarily of residential zoning should be served with a new 24-inch reinforced concrete
pipe running from near Miller and Mill Street, south along Miller Street to the County'
storm system in Van Duyn Road. This project is recommended in order to resolve
existing flooding problems in this area. The remaining portion of this area should be
served by new dry wells on an as-needed basis.

5) Area GW-N - The area north of Van Duyn Road and west of Interstate 5 comprised
primarily of Light Industrial and Highway Commercial lands should be served by
infiltration facilities (e.g. basins, trenches) to store and treat stormwater runoff prior to
discharge to the ground.

6) Area GW-S - The area south of Van Duyn Road and west of Interstate 5 comprised
primarily of Light Industrial and Highway Commercial lands should be served by
infiltration facilities (e.g. basins, trenches) to store and treat stormwater runoff prior to
discharge to the ground.

4-2



CHAPTERS
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to present background and guidance for nonstructural issues
related to management of storm drainage systems. Specifically, the following sections address
design standards, maintenance issues, legal/liability issues and funding issues related to storm
drainage in Coburg.

5.2 DESIGN STANDARDS

Based on a review of existing drainage design criteria for other similar communities, the
following sections present suggested design criteria and approaches for future use by the City
of Coburg.

Design Storm Recurrence Interval -
The magnitude of the recommended design storm is a function of the level of protection
desired and the relative costs of facilities that could be damaged. The level of required
hydrologic and hydraulic analysis is also directly related to the size of the drainage area and
the selected design storm.

For sizing of storm drains with a contributing area of 200 acres or less, it is suggested that a 5
year design storm be used. For contributing areas greater than 200 acres and for highway
crossings, a 25-year design storm should be used. For sizing of detention storage volumes
(where downstream hydraulic capacity is limited), a 25-year storm under developed conditions
should be used for determination of inflow volume, with the outlet restricted to a 5-year
predeveloped flow, consistent with sizing criteria for downstream storm drains.

For sizing of drainage facilities with a contributing area of 640 acres (1 square mile) or greater, a
lOa-year storm event should be used. It should also be noted that Federal Emergency
Management Agency requirements for flood insurance studies apply to drainage areas greater
than 1 square mile.

Sheet Flow Escape Routes-
Also, in addition to the above described criteria, sheet flow escape routes should be
investigated for situations in which storms of greater than design magnitude are encountered
or when the downstream drainage system becomes clogged. For example, during design of
improvements or development review, site grading should be checked and modified where
necessary to ensure that excess flows or volumes have a route for escape without endangering
property or jeopardizing public safety.
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Minimum Flow Velocity -
The suggested minimum flow velocity for improvements to the drainage system is 3 feet per
second. This velocity should be adequate for removing the majority of sand, rocks and debris
normally entering the drainage system. It will also ensure that pipes will remain relatively self
cleaning and thereby not require long-term frequent maintenance.

Catch Basins and Manholes -
It is suggested that the City continue using sediment trapping catch basins and not inlets. This
will facilitate maintenance of the system, ensure that pipe capacity is not reduced by inflowing
debris, and will likely be a long-term benefit to water quality. Most of the surface water
pollutants are held within the solids that enter the drainage system, and catch basins will allow
for easy removal.

Dry Wells-
Dry wells, or stormwater sumps, are an alternative means of stormwater disposal which
discharge to the ground. However, dry wells should use a two-stage system to minimize
maintenance requirements. Dry wells require regular cleaning and maintenance to ensure
proper functioning during storm events.

In addition, potential discharge of pollutants could occur over long periods of time and be
unnoticed. While dry wells are not strictly prohibited, Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR 340
44-050) contain provisions under which dry wells should be considered/not considered
feasible. (See Appendix A and 5)

Open/Natural Drainage-
As part of the development review and approval process it is suggested that the City require a
minimum drainage buffer width of 25 feet on both sides from the defined top of bank. To the
greatest extent practicable, open and natural drainages should be kept open for water quality,
open space and environmental aesthetics.

Minimum Storm Drain Pipe Size -
To minimize long-term maintenance and allow for reliable system capacity, it is suggested that
the City require a minimum pipe diameter of 18 inches for all new pipe improvements.

Pipe Material -
Suitable pipe materials are primarily related to suggested design life. Suitable materials include
concrete, aluminum, PVC, ADS, or corrugated metal pipe.

Pipe Design Ufe -
The suggested design life for new pipe materials is 75 years.

Hydrologic Computations -
As mentioned in previous sections (Design Storm Recurrence Interval), size of drainage area
should dictate both the design storm recurrence interval and the required level of hydrologic
and hydraulic analysis. For drainage areas less than or equal to 200 acres in size, the Rational
Method can be applied with sufficient accuracy. For drainage areas greater than 200 acres but
less than 640 acres, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) regional regression relationships should be
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City of Coburg Management Practices

used. For drainage areas greater than 640 acres (1 square mile), unit hydrograph analysis or
other methods approved by the City Engineer (or City-designated representative) should be
used.

Runoff Coefficients -
Rational Method runoff coefficients are based on land use types and are given previously in the
ODOT Hydraulics Manual (Reference 11, Chapter 2, Page 11).

Minimum Time of Concentration -
The suggested minimum time of concentration for use with the Rational Method is 10 minutes.
This minimum is consistent with previous drainage planning for Coburg.

Rainfall Intensity-Duration-Frequency (IDF) Relationship -
The suggested I-D-F relationship for the City of Coburg is taken from Oregon Department of
Transportation(ODOT) Highway Division, Hydraulics Manual. The I-D-F relationship for
ODOT Zone #7!8 is given in the ODOT Hydraulics Manual (Reference 11, Chapter 2, Page 11).

Manning's Roughness Coefficient-
Suggested roughness coefficients for various pipe types are given in the ODOT Hydraulics
Manual (Reference 11, Chapter 3, Page 27).

The City should use the above described guidelines for drainage improvements or develop
design standards for design and implementation of drainage improvements throughout the
City's urban growth boundary (DGB). The standards provided herein should be viewed as
guidance for design, implementation, and construction of public drainage improvements.

5.3 MAINTENANCE ISSUES

To ensure that the City's storm drainage system will continue to function effectively, and to
make full utilization of the existing storm drainage system capacity, a regular program of
maintenance is suggested. In summary, catch basins and dry well systems should be inspected
and or cleaned annually, all pipes should be inspected and!or cleaned annually, and other
portions of the system should be repaired and replaced on and as-needed basis using a small
works set aside in the maintenance budget.

5.4 LEGAL/LIABILITY ISSUES

This section presents a general background on drainage-related legal/liability issues and
should not be used in lieu of advice from the City's legal counsel. Therefore, the following
items present a basis for further investigation by the City into potential liabilities with storm
drainage master planning and implementation of improvements. Historically, the basis for
stormwater litigation has been a tort action, as follows:

A municipality undertaking a public drainage improvement is treated like a private
party (Harbison v. City of Hillsboro) and is liable for damage resulting from negligence
or an omission of duty. (Reference 6)
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Municipalities are generally under no legal duty to construct drainage improvements
unless public improvements require drainage facilities (Denver v. Mason) (Reference 7)

Municipalities are not liable for damages due to overflow of its drainage system in cases
of extraordinary/ unforseeable rains or floods. (McQuillan) (Reference 8)

Municipalities will likely be liable in cases where they take responsibility for collection
of surface waters which are then released onto private property which has not
historically received runoff; where dams/diversions cause an overflow onto anothers
land; or where there is failure to exercise reasonable care in the maintenance and repair
of drainage improvements. (Reference 8)

In the State of Oregon, the civil law doctrine of drainage applies. Under this doctrine,
adjoining landowners are entitled to have the normal course of natural drainage
maintained. The lower owner must accept water which naturally comes to his land
from above, but he is entitled not to have the normal drainage changed or substantially
increased. The lower landowner may not obstruct the runoff from the upper land, if the
upper landowner is properly discharging the water. (Reference 11)

Summary
While instances of public water traversing private property occasionally occurs in Coburg, a
policy of purchasing right-of-way, constructing public drainage improvements and providing
long-term maintenance is likely not cost-effective for the City of Coburg. This situation is true
for many Oregon communities. It is suggested that a more cost-effective approach is to apply
Oregon's civil law doctrine of drainage on a case-by-case basis to situations as they arise.

5.5 FUNDING ISSUES

This section describes the range of alternative funding sources that municipalities have used in
implementing drainage improvements.

State/Federal Grants and Loans
Various grant/loan programs are available at both the federal and state level. However, no
single grant/loan program is available on a consistent, on-going basis for funding of local
stormwater management. With communities competing on both a state-wide and even nation
wide basis, and with constraints on how grant/loan money is to be used, these sources can only
serve to supplement an existing local funding program for stormwater management.

Debt Financing
General obligation bonds and revenue bonds are two commonly used forms of debt financing
for public infrastructure improvements. General obligation bonds, primarily used for major
capital improvements, are subject to voter approval and are backed by the full credit of the
government issuing them. Revenue bonds, on the other hand, may be sold and secured only by
those specific revenue sources which are earmarked for their payment.
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System Development Charges
These charges are imposed on new development as a way of recovering costs for that portion of
existing system capacity solely attributable to new development or for that portion of required
system up-sizing. System development charges can begin to answer questions of who should
pay for required up-sizing of the stormwater system due to new development, or how
historical payers into the system can recover their costs in over-sizing facilities that enable
future growth.

Fee-In-Lieu of On-Site Detention
These fees afford a land developer the option of either constructing an on-site stormwater
detention facility in accordance with established design criteria, or paying a fee into a fund
dedicated to the construction of an off-site or regional stormwater detention facility serving
multiple properties. These fees tend to promote siting and construction of regional versus on
site detention facilities. However, cash flow necessary for a regional stormwater detention
facility may not necessarily coincide with the required construction timing.

Improvement Districts and Special Assessments
The concept of deriving funding from local improvement or special assessment districts is
founded on quantifying benefits. For water, sewer or street improvements, these benefits can
often be easily identified and thus quantified. However, drainage differs in the respect that
upstream or hillside properties that are major contributors of runoff may not be specific
recipients of benefits.

Plan Review and Inspection Fees
These fees are intended to recover the expense of examining development plans to ensure
consistency with comprehensive land use and stormwater master plans, and to ensure that
construction standards and regulations are met at the construction site. These fees are not
intended to be a primary revenue generating source.

Stormwater Service Charges
Another method gaining popularity for financing stormwater management is the utility-based
service charge. Historically, the concept of considering stormwater as a public utility attracted
very few communities. However, as other more conventional funding sources became difficult
to obtain, and as federal requirements increase, the service charge concept has generated
greater appeal. Service charges for stormwater management reflect a rationale that those who
contribute to stormwater problems should logically contribute to the costs of providing
mitigative services.

In Oregon, recent court rulings have jeopardized the concept and implementation of
stormwater service charges or stormwater utilities. Rulings against the cities of Gresham and
Roseburg have held that stormwater charges are a "tax" and not a "fee for a service", and
therefore are subject to the limitations of Measure 5 (Oregon Property Tax Limitation).

Ad Valorem Taxes
Ad valorem taxes are taxes levied on a property as a direct result of "value added" to the subject
property. However, with stormwater there is no clear correlation between property value and
contribution of runoff. Ad valorem taxes could provide a significant source of revenue,
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however with the apparent lack of equity, should not be considered a primary source for
funding stormwater programs.



CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

As a result of review of current conditions in Coburg, field reconnaissance, and review of other
published documents, the following conclusions are made:

1) Currently there are very few stormwater facilities in the City of Coburg. Coburg relies
primarily upon natural drainageways and some dry wells to carry and remove
stormwater runoff.

2) Currently there are very few flooding problems within Coburg's UGB. The only known
flooding problem exists near Miller Street and Mill Street.

3) Currently there is no predictable, reliable source of funding for stormwater related
maintenance and capital needs.

4) Historically, dry wells have been an adequate means of stormwater removal for much of
the area within the UGB.

5) Implementation of surface discharging stormwater facilities is very difficult and
impractical from a cost standpoint due to the lack available slope on lands within
Coburg's urban growth boundary.

6) With adequate means of pretreatment and provisions for spill containment, stormwater
infiltration facilities can be implemented to effectively control stormwater on-site, at the
source, for individual new developments.

7) Lane County's future storm drainage system in Coburg and Van Duyn Road could be
used as a point of stormwater discharge for a portion of the Coburg study area.

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are made to assist the City with resolution of existing drainage
and to provide guidance for the implementation of stormwater facilities.

1) Enter into an agreement with Lane County to discharge stormwater to the County's
system in Coburg and Van Duyn Roads.

2) Determine the feasibility of implementation and projected rates for a City-wide
stormwater utility. Considering the current makeup of residential and industrial lands,
a stormwater utility should be capable of generating annual funds for maintenance and
small works needs in the range of $25,000.
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3) Set aside funds for annual maintenance needs and small capital projects from the
general fund or from a new stormwater utility.

4) Prepare and apply stormwater design standards for new development.

5) Implement Miller Street/Mill Street project in coordination with Lane County, to
resolve existing flooding problems in the area. Total project costs assuming a 24-inch
diameter pipeline for 1100 feet, @ $5 per inch-diameter-foot, and a 50% markup for
contingency and engineering, are estimated at $200,000.

6) Implement new two-stage dry wells on an as-needed basis using stormwater utility
funds or general funds.

6-2
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tltis arell

KCM
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COl'lSI'llUCTION Alofl) USE
OF WASTE O!Si'OSAL WELLS
OIl 0t'BER tJN1)EJlGaO(JNl)

1NJECI10N ACTIV1TD!S

D' ......
3. 11 _ As used in che:so rqttlarjons uniess the context

requireso~:
(1) ,.Aqwler" means an ~""iI""JDd. """"'" IloIdin3

wa<cr which Is ""ll"ble at yic:ldin& a si&nificant amoun' at
walCt to a wcdl or~~

, (21 ..AU<horized R.epresen<aQv" ,. _ tlte =.tf at tlte
Depuunen, or at tl1e local uni' ot .ilOvernmen< perfonnini
_es (or and under ...."'.telI, witlI tl1e Deputmen, as
au<IIori2l:d by tl1e Director to aa (or :be Deputment.

(3) "Commission ,. means :be Env;ronmawU QualitY
CO"'rnjuion. .

(-') ·~nsC"Uc::ion·· includes in~taiIationor extension.
(j) ,.Oe;>artmen, " means :be Dep.rtment at· Envir0nmen

tal QualitY,
(6) ,.Dite;tor" mc::&nS tit.. Din:aor at :be Deputmcn, ot

Eavironmental QualitY, ...
In "Exen1ll<ed Aquiler" means an aquifer _ con<:uns

__ "';tIt (ewer ,baa 10.000~1 total <lWolved solids. Is no'
cum:ndy ...... as a sour<:e at drinl<inlI water. and has been
exduded as a possible sour<:e at drinJcinc ......... b=wse at one
ormorc ot:be toUowU>c:

(a) (1:1 mineral concen'. Itydroc:arboa con...., or pilysic::U
charac:terisoC:S. jUc:h as tcmper.uure. trtakes its use for drinirdna;
.........i~:

(b) It io sitwWtd at a dcpUt or loc:Won _ makes
teco...,.,y at _ tor drinl<inc __ purposes ecooomicalIy or
~. =ic:aI' or

(el The wa<crau: aquif~ exJIibi' oUter~ _
makes tbe aquifer unusable (or clIinIdnc wa<er.

(8) "Municil>al~ System" lDC3rIS any put at a
5CW8CC coUcc:riod. transmission. or t:atmenc !aClity dw is
_ md 0.....ted by m iDccrponted d1y, .'

(9) "MWJicil>aISewu Service Ala" means an area whic:ll
bas been dcsil\lWed by m UlCOlpotated d1y tor :sewer servU:e
aDd tor whidl preWnina.ry sewer piaIIninc bas been COlIlIlleted.

(10) "Muaic:it>alitY" _ an iuccopoi2ted d1y only,
(II) '-owner" means:
(a) Any pen<lII wno alone. or joindy. or sewnIly witlI

o<ltcrs:
(A) Has (qai title to any Ioc.~ or dwelIizli uuit: or
(11) Hal care. <:IIariIe. or cotlt1OI at any reo! propertY as

3&I=Dte .eXec"M. exec:ua1x. adminis:aator. adutialisaatix.
trUstee.~ or __ at tbe eswc at Ute holder at lqal
tide; or •

(0 Is tbe 0><Ur.I<:t I"':dlaser at n:alp<OI>lIftY.
(b) E..:!tsud1_ as described in~ (a)(B) and

(0 ot t!Iis section. titus represcntiq tl1e holder at lepj title. io
_ to coml'iy WiUt :be provisioGs at tl>ese minimum
_ as i! he were me "...".,..

(12) "!'o=on" = !be United Swes and -aes
tbet=t. U>y ,=.e. U>y individual. public: or privue~
<ion. poIitic:1l lUbdivision. governmenla/ all"""Y. lIlUnidl'"iity.
indusay. copartnership. association. tirm. trW,. -= or any
oUterI~ entity wllat3oever.

(13) ,.Pro,>erty.. means my ,aue:ure. dwel1inll or porc:el at
~ tltat contains or .".,. a waste dis-"osaI wet! (or~ o(.........

(14) "Public Hc:Uth f'.az3rd" mc:JItS a condition~
there are ruifio.e:nt cypd and amounu ot b1oj~.C.,em.iclt
Of" phY1ic:1J. induding r.ldiQlo3iClJ. agents relating to water or

sewqe whic:ll are liJreIy to c::wse human iBn.... disorders. or
dlsability, 1besc include. bUt are not limited to. pad>o(jen;c
virus<> and bacreria. parasi,.... toxic <:l>emicals. and l3dioac.
live is<lecllcs. A asa.ltuDctionistll or surl:lcing 3Ubsurfx.e __
disposal sys<cm constitutes a public: ltc:IlUt /laZatd.

(lj)"Public WaterS" means lakes. bay>. ponds. im"ouad
ine reservoirs. sprmp. weils. riven. streamS. aeeks. esruar..
~ marsbes. inletS. canals. t!lc Pa<:ific Ocean within tl1e
terrilOr'W IimilS at :be Stare at Orqan. and all otber bodies at
surf""" or uacl.eqrowld wat..... lIlUUral or attificial. iIIIand <Jr
coasW. _ or salt. public or private (eXCCll' those private
waten wfticb do no< combine or effect a junction w;dI nat'UJ'3.1
surface or under;rowId watersl. whic:ll are wooay or".niai1y
...,;uw, or bonierinc t!lc stare or "';thin ilS jurisdic:tiort.

(16) "Sce;>a4e Pi," means a Urtad pi, witicb roe";"es
".niai1y tr<!3ted ''''''''3'' which s=ps In'o t!lc surrotmdin~ >oil
throuih perforations in t!lc lining.

(\i) "50_" means me water-<:a:riad human or animal
wasul: (rom re:sidenc:=. buildings. indu.saiaJ dtablWunena at'
ot!ler pla<:es.~ With such aroundwater InfiluaDcn and
sur{~ w:at:er as may be pre:3Ct1t. The admixture with SCW3iC
as above defined of indust:ria! wastes or wasCe:J mail also ~
comidered "SCWlIl!C" within tile tne2tlinc o( mcsc rules.

(18) '-sew- Drain Hole" means a ,,,..:iaIiud tYllC at
waste dis-"osaI well <onsUtin~ at a drilled or I1ammcrecI well or
natllral lava~ or fissure ...... (or sewacc .u.".,.a! in tlte
lava terrain ot c.:ntraJ Oregon: but doe:s not indU<1e a ecnvcn
tional-= pI< =;uJated by OAR 340-71-335.

(19) "Standard On-Site Sewage Di.".,.al Sy.«:m·· .-neans a
dr:tintield cr .""..,vad alternative .u.llOsal sl"'Ctn, t!lat
co"""iea ..,;Ut t!lc requirementS o( OAR Chap'er J.lO Divi.1Oli
11.

(2lJ)"U~ Injection ActivitY" m=any activitY
involvie~ underiroUnd injection' at fluids In<:l~ but nol
limited to. waste dis-"osaI wells. ".uolcwn enlw!<::d recovery
injection wells. liquid ".uolewn stor.Ii" wells. in s,w minin~

wclIs.~ recil3rie wells. sal1Wllt<:r InllUSlOlt bamcr
wells. sand bacJdiIl wet!s. and subsidenc= <antral wetIs.

an "UllderirOWld SoUrce ot Dnnilinc W3J.er" means an
~er or its portion wbid1 SiJl>lllics drinl<inc water (or ltuman
conswtlll'ioa. or io ;us aquifer in _ t!lc 3fOUlidwater
comains (ewer t!l211 10.000 _L total dlssolved solids. and io
nol m """"'l"ed aquifer.

c:m "Waste Dis"ooal Wea" <i>e:&ns U>y bored. drilled.
driven or 'c!ui Ilole. wllosc dcpUt is ifCaJ.er t!l211 it:! Iaqest
sun- dimcttsion which is ...... or is intended to be used for
disposal at ...-. indusnial. a¢c:ultural or ot!ler -.res and
includes dn.in Iloles. drywelis. <=llOC1s and __ ptls.
aloac ..,;Ut oc.her _ ilOWld Inje:;tion. welLs. bUt .- no,
aw'Y to am.Ie family residential CCSSllQOIs or. sce;>qc PitS nor
to .....d idenriaI CCSSl'QOIs or__ ll't:! whic:ll ....",..,. solely
saniCllY -...s and serve l... lIw1 20 pet'SOliS per day.

r.m "Wastes" aiC3I1S acwace. industrial wasres. agric:ul.
aJr.II -...s. aDd all otlIcr liquid. pscous. solid. r:>diool:tive or
other suosaac:es ..,hic:b will or may c::;mse poi!ution or tend to
<::IlISe ;>Ollution at any ............. at t!lc .=c. , .

(:%4) "WPO'" Penni..' means a pcntU' as defined tn
Division 41.

-...-., ORS Cl. Ie ok """
lIIoc SA "'. f, !-1j.<fl: !)EQ 3Solm. c. ok ,to lZ·19-'9: DEQ

lj..i9«3. (. £ ct. s.Z6-d3

~HI f 1 010 W'here:a:s the di3Charie of unaeaccd or inade..
qual:ciy tre:lt.ed~ or w~t~ to ~U:. disposaJ weUs an~

pactic:utarly to waste disposaJ lMeU~ In. :he lava {emu" vI
C::naa.l~n constlwtes a :.'re:u ot scnous. dctruncnt:tJ :.lnd
lrTevenlole poiluuon at "-aJu.aOl~ lI'Oundwate:' resources ..:llld. ~

L+u"e3( to publiC he:llth. It ~s hcreoy decl3l'eQ. to be tnc polt~'l Ol

t~Div.4A (OctoOcr. 19831
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tile <:omrnWion to re>trict.~ or proIIibi' tile further
consuuetion and use ot wasteo disposal wells ;n Ore;on and to
p- ou' <:ompletely tile use ot _ disposal wells as •
__ at disposina ot untreated or inadoequateIy trea&Cd
_ or wastes as "",idly as possible in an orderly and
planned manner.

s-..-.a.; ORS Ch. A6lI
lIIoc SA AI. t. j.1~ CEQ 35-1979. t. & <t. 12-19-;-9

Cawa'" d .Iot' Use 01 W... 0' I 'WeUllt++4! =d
3411 11 n5 (ll Alter !be effective date ot these rules. no

penoa snaa consQ'Ul;t. place ino~ or oper.ue any waste:
dioposal wetI ....lilou' tint obtainiaa • WPCF penni, from tile
Oepamnent. unless tile wasteo disposal well is exempted by
xction (2l ot </lis rule.
. (2) The (oilowill3 types ot """'" <fuposal ...ells do RO'
require • WPCF penni,. ./'OO'3b tiley are regulated as
indicated:

(al Cosspool and _ pits ot less than 5.000 gallon. per
day~tY (See OAR. 340-71-335):

(b) Storm ........ dr.lins from residential or <Ol.li1kiCial
~ which are not atfccted by (oxic or indu:striai wastes (See
OAR J.4O 14 050):

(cl Sewalle drain holes serv;ll3 less than 20 persons per
day. (See prohibitions and other limitations in xctions (5). (7).
(9) and (10) ot </lis rulel.

(3) In addition to diose wa:ste disposal UH:i15 in $eCtion (2)
of this ruJe wmch are cxem1X (rem a W'PCF pennit. the:
lailowing types oi .....teo dispos;U weI1s may be exempted (rom
tbo permie requi.rement on a c:ase-by~ basis:

(al All cosspool. and~ pits which were comtrUCted
before January t. 1982. and ...hich <lispose ot only domestic
lInLSte:

(b) AJl~ drain holes which were eonstrueted before
January I. 1980. and which dispose ot only domestic waste:

(cl Oeod>etnw n:injection wells _ tcfUm uncontaimi
_ water '0 tile same aquifer or to one ot equivalen' quality:
and

(d) Reinjection ot air conditi0nin8 ........ or heat pump
tt2nSter wa<er to tile same aquifer or one ot cquinlen, qualitY.
~~. (4) The loilowm. types at~ injection acavities
~= proIIibited:
. (al Wells used to <fupose ot haz:>tdous-. as defined in
OAR 3<lO Division 63. or radioactive waste. as dame<! in ORS
469..300. inca. above. or beiow a (ormation WhiclI ~tain~ an
_ ..ound source ot clrinltina wa<er...,;t!lin one quaner (V4)
mile at the disposal wetI hole:

(b) Wells used to <fupose at otlIer industrial or municipal
wasr.ewau:t' lalO Of' be:iow a Con:rw:ion: whicb c:ant2in.s an
_ ..wnd source at drinldnc water _ one quaner (U4l
mile ot tile dispos;U wetI hole. exch,din; wells used 10<
injection at salt ........ brcu;Itt to tile surface as a result ot oil
,.ps~

(cl Wells used to< under;round injection activities. olber
:!wi disposal. ...hich cause or tend to cause pollution ot
undet-iround waterS ot the $We. These activities include liquid
hydtocart)on nora;e and injection at Guido to< mineral
ex:raction.

NOT:!:: ~ at tbc \Ill" ; cad a....u..bdity of usabt.
undervound wuers in r.he U2tC. U. De;..rt:rnc:nc. has dc:temtine:t
ttw: tbe:5e unQc1vOUnd injce:tion ¥tivitic:s 2t'e '" potencial threat to
under;round wucn in all pans 0< the u:uc 3nd atw. merdore~ aJJ
subJect to~ by the Oep:aruncnt. {c. u scene (UC11t'e dace.
the:rc l,j a demomtt2Ud lleed (or 2.Ily 0( these o<bct~
in,ectce1 a.;nv1tics. the Deputmenc WID initia.ce proc.odures to
I"Cf'nO'V'e tho ,rottibiUOft. PfO'V~ a procn.m .and~ (Of'

Xleq""ely pro(ect.lnC~ wacers from r.ne aaiviry has
ll<en_.

(d) Wells used 10< underiro<md injection activities that
allow the l)IOYement ot Gttids into an under;round souree o(
drinJcinC water if sud! fluids may cause a violation ot any
primary drinltin; ........ re;ulation promulpted under tile
~ Sate Drinltin; Wazer Act or may ot!l""";sc create •
public health Itazard or have the potential to cause si;nUu:an,
de;i datiM ot pubUc waren.

(5) After January t. 1983. use ot sewa;e drain holes i.
proIulsiteti unless the disposal well i. outside the boundaries ot
an UiCOi pol2lCd citY• .sanitarY disaia. or councy Kr'Vic# district
and munic::ip:U .sewer service is not avai1a.bie co Chc property~ or
unless <he Director Ill1U1tS • ....aver pursuant to section (61 ot
this ruJe.· .

(6) Wodrin 90 daYS (oilow'll3 written notitlcation by tile
Oq:lartmcnt that~~ is available to a~. the
owner of that pro~ stiatl make connection co the sewer and
'haJ1 abandon and pJug the 5eW3iC' drain hole in ~ce
"";dt OAR 34G-44-04O. Sew.... service shall be deemed avaiJallle
to a~ when a sewer is extended :0 within sevenry·(i....e
(75) leet from the propcny boundar"y. On a =e.oy--=e basis.
the Director may wai'Ve~ requirement to connect to scwer if
he d.eiermines that connection to the seWCT is im~ca.bjeor
~y burdensome. Any waivet" granted by the Director
shaJ1 bet~ and may be revoked when or if the use o(
the waste dbposaJ weU is rnodiIled or expanded.

m Cortstr'UCtion and use o{ new~ drain notes is
prcUlibtted exce;Jc those new sewage dr:1in hole$ :hac meet the
{ollowituJ conditions:
. (a) The~ drain hol< is consuuc:ed :0 augment a

Cailinc on-sice disposaJ system which was COtlStrUCtr:a before
January I. 197'9: the failing on·sice syscem cannoc reasonabty
be correc:ed by expansion ar repLacemenc W1U1 an ~'Yed
alternative :system: au possible leach fieid area has been fuily
utilized and water conservation measures irt3utuced: and.. there
is no reasonable alcernati've availaOie [0 dispose of 5CWaic on
the lot or aoijacent propcny.

(bl Where conditions W8tT'an,. the ee-nncnr may
require additional sewaae treatmeftC before a new sewa.;e drain
hole "";11 be pennitted. In 3<ldition. new~ drain holes
shall be consC"UCtJ:d wjthin the (oUowina limitations:

(A) Sewalle drain holes slWJ not be constrUcted closeT
!hall five hundzed (sao) fee< from a natut2l stream or Ialte:

(Bl Sewqe drain. holes shail not be consrruc:ed Il"=ller
!hall one hundzed (100) feet deep:

(0 Se_ drain holes slWJ not be doser than one
tbousand (1000) leet from a domestic water well: and

(0) Any new.-drain hole shall ,emtinate at less< 100
leet above any Irnown groundwater aquifer.

(cl Any __ drain h<lle co=ed shail be abandoned
and plua:I:d whenever a feasible alte::rn:ltive OIHiice :Sy5tent or
otf--9le sewer.s become availabte. unJe:ss a waiver is granted by
the Din:ctor punuan, to section (61 ot </lis rule. No 3Uthoriza
tion (or consuuetion o( a .- drain. hole "";t!lin a sewer
service area will be iJ'ORted unless tile property owner~ in
writinc noc. to n:monstl'3le~ connection to the sewer and
abaodonmenc of the~ dr.1in hoic: "'hen notified that
:SeWa' service is available. This~ent shall be recorded in
¢)W'ItY deed records and shaU run as a covenant with the land.

(8) A permit to consmu:t a waste disposal well snatl not be
wued if cne Oirec"'..or or his authoriZed ~tative.

determineli that tne waste dUpos:li ""ei! has the potenciaJ ~o

~ ~1~iic::ant de;rada.tion of public waten or r..'Te:ltc J.
public heoJth h:u:lrd.

<9l Without (tnt obtainini written <luthoriz:ltion (rom the
Direc-:or or his aumorized ~nt:ltive. no ~on ~haJl

modify any nruc:rure or .:hange or ~;(patJd any use o( a
1ttuctl.U'e or prnperry thac uulizC3 a 1~ drain hole. E.xce~(

as allowed in SCC:l0n (IOJ ot this rule. the authoriz:1tion ~naH

I'!O( be: issued. unlc::s:s:

(Oc:ober.I983) '2 • Oiv. .:.4
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(al The pt'Ql>Cf'tY <:anno< quaIily Cor a SUl>dar<I 0CMi",
_ di'SllO"al »I''''''' indudina tho reserve ....... require
_:and

(hI The pt'Ql>Cf'tY i. iAsidc a desilP"'eed rrtUnic:iJllIi sewer
scvice area: and

(c) The owner of the propetty and the mtJIIicilJaUtY Ilavin&
jurisdicljaa aver the anmK:;pa1 ..,.,.,.. semce area sball ........
ima a written ....."kilL The _" sbal1 indude the
_'s~ comettt to """""'" to tho lIlUItic:il>ol
SIIWCI"3CC servte:c when it be 'Pes a"ailabfe and to not
~ agaimt CO<lm!ion of and inclusion inco a local
~vemen, di:saict if sw:tJ a di:saiet is __~ by
the municipalitY '0 rurance. >eWe """,auction CO the property;
and

(<1) The pt'Ql>Cf'tY is a slagle C3llIily dwellin8 dIat is not
_ titan one: hWl<1red (100) C.... to a muaic:i1>al SIIWCI"3CC
sys<em. ('The~ <:iw1_ or~ at the use oC tI\.
waste disposal """;ng the sinllie. family _Hng sbal1 no, be
Cor the purpose of serving a <:ol'i1'klc:ial~ or
nwltiple-uni, dweiling): or

(el The propetty is not a singje-lamily dWeUina. is no'
_ tban :;00 t.... trom a rrtUnic:iJllIi~ sys....... and tl>e
~ <:iw1ge or expansion at tl>e use at the _ disposal
we:tl would no< aeate an inc:reased. wa:w: t1ow: or

(f) The propertY i. no< a ,~amily dWeUin&: existina
".,...". is no< deeme<l availallie _ """" the a;teria estal>
lisbed in Qn,gon .....dministrative Rules J.4O.11.160 and _
"""" the total av"""li" <W!y flow cstimated Crom tl>e property
attcr the Pt'090seU rnodific:uion or~ionoi the use of the
~ disposal weil and a. ~tY has ~ommitted in
'W'I'itin; to provide sewers to the propcny ...mtin cwo (2) yean.

(101 The Director ,hall gr3iI' authorization 10 """"""" a
~, strUCIUl'<: 10 a sewage drain hole if:

(a) The ......t. disposal wd\ previously served a ,ttueture
dIat ...... unin,en'ionaJly destrOyed by r"" on other <::IiamitY:
and

(h) The propetty cannot qualify tor a standard o""',e
__ disposal »I'''''''. includin; the """""e area ""'lUire
_;and

(e) Tlteno is no <:Vidence tlla< the waste disposal wel\ bad
been Cailing: and

(d1 The~== is approximately tl>e same
sizJ: as tile destroyed ,= and the use Ilas "'" been
sicndi<=dy~

s....-.: ORS Ch. .4<11
m.: s.. 4'. C. $0,$-69: CEQ J$oI979. f; d: d. 12019-79: CEQ

::.19011. f. d: d. 9-.-31: CEQ 1$o19lI3. f. d: d. &o~

ItqMln oi E-..c Sewqe llnia Holes
3otO 14 017 (Il Witl\ou< fint~ a WaslC DisI>osaJ

Well Rqoeir ?ern1i, from the Direc:or 01' his repr<::sentative. no
penon 'llall "'l'8ir or attem;lt to tq>oir a piuep:d or odsctwisetminc__ drain hole.

(2) The Dire<:tor or his autIIottzed~ve sball not
issue a W..", Dispos:Il Wd\ Rqoeir ?ern1it and sItalI require
COiuiC'Ction co a l'I'tUZticipal~ 1ystem if. tor a. sinrde-
family~ tl\e pt'Ql>Cf'tY is within one hundred (1001 Cee<
flam !lie <11W1JC11"'l sewet'3lIC sy.tem or if. tor odser tban a
siqj...Camily dWeU~. the ;>roperty i. within .- hundred
(100) fee< from !lie~s~ »Istem.

(3) '"The Oirec::or or his autnonzed ~sent3tive :stwl no<
issue a Waste Dispo$l! Well RCl'31t Penni, if the~ C2lt
~tuUy accommodate :l ~tandard ~i(e S<:Wll.'3'C dj3~saJ

syStem. If the: Dire=:or or his :wchorized repfe3Cnutive
determine3 :hat a draitUteid can be installed and tt\a( it CU1 be
Cx.~ed (0 fUnc;"'.ion saUsfaetonly (or an extendec:1 period of
time. the propertY owner snall install a draintield and _
the W'll3(e disoo$3l well. 100e Dircaor or his authorized
rep:rezcntative may waive thee requirement to insta11 a .standard

- __ di_1 »1- if a ~ty provides
wriaca <:Ollleuitmenl to prav1de sewers to me property wid'lin
twO (2) yean and if the Cailinc _ disposal wel\ can be
re;>aired or aper.ued withou, cau.1inc a pubUc heoItI\ hazard.

(04) A DisI>osaJ Well R.et*r Penni, shall be a writ<en
do 'It and sball S\:l"Cify.- tlIC'tllods by wlticll the waste
diSllQSOl _ _y be repaired. PassibIe medlods tor repair
sItalI indude. but no< be limi<ed to. ituroduetioa at """tic or
acid. ...... of ox;Hosiv.... or dee;w:ninc tI\e waste disI>osaI well.
D: :;:: line tile waste disposal well shall be limited to a
ma:ri",,,,,, del><b at one ltundrednOO) t.... and shall only be
petlDitted if;

(al "The property served by the taiJitlll ......'" disposal well
shall be inside a reco;nized urt>an growtl\ bounQary; and

fb) There is a wrincn aereemertt between. the owner of the
op"'""",_"""', and lI>e rrumidt>oJity havin& jllrisdietion oYer eIle
_ grow<Il boundary. The wriaen aereemert' silallinclude
the propertY owner's UTevocaOle consc:nt to conned. to a SCWC1"
wbm it bee: tnn available and to abandon the waste disposal
weU. The 431eecnent.snau also inc:J.udc the owner's irTevoc:1Oie
consent to -participate il1 the fonnacion and be: inc1udcd in a
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STANDARD MANHOLE
fRAME AND COVER FINISH GRADE OF STREET

NOTES,
ALL PRECAST SECTIONS SHALL CONFORM
TO REQUIREMENT OF ASTM C-478. ALL
POURED IN PLACE CONCRETE SHALL HAVE
A 28 DAY STRENGTH OF 3,000 PSI AND
2' TO 4' SLUMP. SEE CITY OF PORTLAND
STANDARD DRAI./ING NO. 4-16 FOR MH
STEP DETAIL.
ALL CONNECTING PIPE SHALL HAVE A
FLEXIBLE JOINT I./ITHIN IS' OF MANHOLE I./ALL.

FlLL JOINTS I./ITH
CEMENT GROUT OR
APPROVED MASTIC

BLOCK OUT OR SAI./ CUT
I" MIN. - 4" MAX, CLEAR

-J4-- REMOVE UPPER HALF OF SEI./ER
Fil"=-'I PIPE INSIDE OF MANHOLE.

'"p;~----;;~;;;--pr STREET INLET CONNECTION
hi 12" PIPE OR SMALLER.

1---- 4S" ----i.,.

GRADE RINGS
MINIMUM 3"

,-- --+.+ -+--+. -' MAXIMUM 12"

2'-1"
L--f-----t'oojoo:!.l

36"

SLOPE
]2

-=-'11
VARIABLE

VARIA.BLE

\:,
I

'"

S'
MIN.

, 6'
~.--- INSTALL MANHOLE BASE ON

SECTION A-A 6' (MIN) DEPTH OF 1"-0" OR
3/4' -0' CRUSHED ROCK.

DEPARTMENT OF .PUBLIC WORKS CITY OF PORTLAND. OREGON
llll IJf STANDARD PlAN STANDARD P1.AH NO.

4-06-3DATE BYR£\'ISlONSo.
PRECAST CONCRETE MANHOLE ~ITH PRECAST BASE



CONC BASE

r- 7"'"""..:...... .~.
4" ~.; '. ..

f- . . : ..
- , '.' .

4". ... . ~ .....

t--- f . . ..~.,
4" .•- J •.

DETAIL 'A'

~\JEEP HOLE

~~'

DETAIL 'E'

1'-0' OR 3/4'-0' CRUSHED ROCK

GEOTEXTILE FABRIC. PER
STANDARD SPEC 205.2.14

N8TES,
1. ALL PRECAST SECTIONS SHALL
CONFORM TO REQUIREMENTS OF ASTM
C 478.

2. ALL PIPING TO AND FROM PRECAST
SUMP SHALL HAVE AT LEAST 6' OF
1'-0' OR 3/4'-0' CLEAN CRUSHED
ROCK COVER CONTINUOUSLY AROUND
PIPE \JHERE DRAIN ROCK 1oI0ULD
OTHER\JISE BE IN CONTACT IoIITH PIPE.
GEOTEXTILE FABRIC SHALL BE USED AS
MEDIUM BETVEEN CRUSHED ROCK COVER
AND DRAIN ROCK.

3. INVERT SHALL BE LEVEL AND
SMOOTH.

4. PRECAST MANHOLE BASE AS SHOVN
ON PLAN 4-06-3 MAY BE SUBSTITUTED
FOR BASE SHO\JN.

LIFTING HOLES

3'

'---- 6'- 3'
CLEAN ROUND
RIVER DRAIN ROCK.

\JEEP HOLE
14-2 114' SQUARE OR 2 3/8' ROUND
HOLES, EQUALLY SPACED OR
APPROVED EQUAL.

GRADE RINGS ,
MINIMUM 3'
MAXIMUM 12'=,,-,

,
PLAN

<=> t.w
!Xl
Q<
OJ<=> .
>--z
~OJ
<=>0 •ZQ<
OJeJ

STANDARD MANHOLE
FRAME AND COVER

SECTION A-A

'. SEE DETAIL 'B'..... .

5 3/4' --1~?5~r-------';\Wsab
6 112'

TYP.

SEE DETAIL 'A'

5 3/4'

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS CITY OF PORTLAND, OREGON
llllE Of' STANOARO PlAN

PRECAST SUMP
O. REVISIONS DAlE BY

STANOARO Pl.AN NO.

4-10
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NOTES,
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111-3.5.2 Construction

Regardless of the type of infiltration/filtration practice to be constructed,
careful consideration must be given in advance of construction to the effects of the
work sequence, techniques, and the equipment employed during construction of the
facility. Serious maintenance problema can be averted, or in large part mitigated,
by the adoption of relatively simple measures during construction.

Previous experience with infiltration and filtration practices in the States of
Maryland and Texas has shown that these BMPs must not be put into use, or preferably
even constructed, until the drainage areas that contribute runoff to the structure
have been adequately stabilized. When this precaution is not taken, infiltration/
filtration structures often become clogged with sediment from upland construction
and thus fail to operate properly from the outset. It cannot be emphasized enough
how important it is to protect these facilities from sediment deposition at all
times.

Care must also be taken to not compact soils during the construction phase as this
can seriously affect infiltration and filtration rates. If vehicles must be driven
over the infiltration/filtration BMP during construction only those with large
tracks shall be used.

Specific construction methods and specifications are provided for each infiltration
and filtration BMP in Sections 111-3.6 and 111-3.7

111-3.5.3 Maintenance

The maintenance requirements of infiltration and filtration BMPs are an important
aspect which is often not addressed in the planning and design of these structures.
Infiltration and filtration basins can be visually inspected and easily maintained.
The surface of an infiltration/filtration trench or roof downspout system can also
be visually inspected and maintained, but the subsurface storage area cannot. It is
therefore a requirement to install an observation well in practices such as these in
order to have an observation mechanism available.

Infiltration and filtration practices must be regularly inspected. Specific
maintenance specifications and recommendations are provided for each infiltration
and filtration BMP in Sections 111-3.6 and 111-3.7.

111-3.6 STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR INFILTRATION BMPs

111-3.6.1 Overview

This section presents detailed standards and specifications for the following
infiltration best management practices:

BMP RI.Os Water Quality (WQ) Infiltration Basin
BMP RI.06 Streambank Erosion Control (SBEC) Infiltration Basin
BMP RI.10 Water Quality (WQ) Infiltration Trench
BMP RI.ll Streambank Erosion Control Infiltration Trench
BMP RI.ls Roof Downspout System
BMP RI.20 Water Quality (WQ) Porous Pavement
BMP RI.21 Streambank Erosion Control (SBEC) Porous Pavement
BMP RI.30 Water Quality (WQ) Concrete Grid and Modular Pavement
BMP RI.31 Streambank Erosion Control (SBEC) Concrete Grid and Modular Pavement

The standards and specifications for each of the above BMPs contains, where
appropriate, information on the following topics:
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• Purpose and Definition
• Planning Considerations
• Design Criteria
• Construction and Maintenance Criteria
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III-3.6.2 BMP RI.05 Water Quality IWQl Infiltration Basin

Purpose and Definition

This BMP is a vegetated open impoundment which is designed primarily for runoff
treatment purposes and not streambank erosion control. Runoff conveyed to the basin
is infiltrated into the underlying soil, where pollutant removal by the soil and
vegetative root system takes place. The underlying soil will likely have
insufficient permeability to be used for streambank erosion control. Infiltration
basins are made by constructing a dam or an embankment, or by excavating a pit or a
dugout.

Figure III-3.7 illustrates an infiltration basin.

Planning Considerations

Appropriate soil conditions and the protection of ground water are among the
important considerations which may limit the use of the BMP. See Section 111-3.3
for a description of General Limitations.

This BMP will typically be located off-line from the primary conveyance/detention
system because streambank erosion control is generally not provided. Water Quality
Infiltration BMPs must always be preceded by a pretreatment BMP to remove suspended
solids that could clog the infiltration soils.

Drainage areas can be up to 50 acres for Water Quality Infiltration Basins. Basin
depths are generally from 3 - 12 feet.

Design Criteria

The design procedure described in Section III-3.4 should be used to design an
infiltration basin.

• General - The construction of structures, materials allowed, accessibility for
maintenance, safety measures, easements, and hydraulic design methods shall be
the same as those required for detention basins in Chapter III-4.

• Soils Investigation - A minimum of one soils log shall be required for each 5,000
square feet of infiltration basin area (plan view area) and in no case less than
three soils logs per basin. Each soils log shall extend a minimum of 3 feet in
depth below the bottom of the proposed basin, describe the SCS series of the
soil, the textural class of the soil horizon(s) through the depth of the log, and
note any evidence of high ground water level, such as mottling. In addition, the
location of impermeable soil layers or dissimilar soil layers shall be
determined.

• The design infiltration rate, f d , will be equal to one-half the infiltration rate
found from the soil textural analysis.

• Pretreatment - Water Quality Infiltration Basins must be preceded by a
pretreatment BMP. See Chapter I-4 for selecting appropriate pretreatment BMPs.

• Slopes - Basins should be a minimum of 50 feet from any slope greater than
15 percent. A geotechnical report should address the potential impact of the
basin infiltration upon the steep slope.
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Figure III-3.7
Infiltration Basin

Infiltration Pond

~=====:::,:'.!~r__...J. .L:=:,L_+-t--Preueatme
: Equipment maint.~ca- ., BMP

pad· 25" min.~..

A-.,
+lJ1:-_.L-=...:T:.:r.:a::etJ::..::E::as::e::m~ent lines as req,.=u.::.ir.:.ed-=-_-..I.'---r

-+~o
Inflow pipe
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,-----,

SECTION A·A
nts

Note: Detail is schematic representation only. Actual configuration will vary depending
on specific site constraints and applicable design criteria.
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• Buildings - Basins should be a minimum of 100 feet upslope and 20 feet downslope
from any building.

• Surface Area - The infiltration surface area (A,> used for sizing the basin shall
be computed by measuring the surface area (plan view area) below the maximum
design water surface.

• Drawdown Time - Water Quality Infiltration basins shall be designed to completely
drain stored runoff within one day following the occurrence of the 6-month, 24
hour design storm. Thus, a maximum allowable drawdown time of 24 hours shall be
used. This will ensure that the necessary aerobic conditions exists in order to
provide effective treatment of pollutants. If a Presettling Basin (BMP RD.10>
precedes the infiltration basin, the combined drawdown time for both BMPs should
be 24 hours.

• Vegetation - The basin floor and side banks are to be vegetated. See Volume II
for criteria on establishing permanent vegetation.

Construction and Maintenance Criteria

Construction Schedule

The sequence of various phases of basin construction shall be coordinated with the
overall project construction schedule. A program should schedule rough excavation
of the basin with the rough grading phase of the project to permit use of the
material as fill in earthwork areas. The partially excavated basin could serve as a
temporary sediment trap or pond in order to assist in erosion and sediment control
during construction. However, basins near the final stages of excavation shou~d

never be used prematurely for runoff disposal. Drainage from untreated, freshly
constructed slopes within the watershed area would load the newly formed basin with
a heavy concentration of fine sediment. This could seriously impair the natural
infiltration characteristics of the basin floor. Final grade of an infiltration
basin shall not be attained until after its use as a sediment control basin is
completed.

Specifications for basin construction should state the earliest point in
construction progress when storm drainage may be directed to the basins, and the
means by which this delay in use should be accomplished. Due to the wide variety of
conditions encountered among projects, each should be separately evaluated in order
to postpone use as long as is reasonably possible.

Excavation

Initial basin excavation should be carried to within 1 foot of the final elevation
of the basin floor. Final excavation to the finished grade should be deferred until
all disturbed areas in the watershed have been stabilized or protected. The final
phase of excavation should remove all accumulated sediment. Relatively light
tracked equipment is recommended for this operation to avoid compaction of the basin
floor. After the final grading is completed, the basin floor should be deeply
tilled by means of rotary tillers or disc harrows to provide a well-aerated, highly
porous surface texture.

Lining Material

A healthy stand of vegetation is to be established on the basin floor and side
slopes. This vegetation will not only prevent erosion and sloughing, but will also
provide a natural means of maintaining infiltration rates and will provide
additional pollution removal. Erosion protection of inflow points to the basin
shall also be provided (e.g., riprap, flow spreaders, energy dissipators). Removal
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of accumulated sediment is a problem only at the basin floor. Little maintenance is
normally required to maintain the infiltration capacity of side slope areas.

Selection of suitable vegetative materials for the basin floor and side slopes to be
stabilized, and application of correct amounts of fertilizer and mulches shall be
done in accordance with Volume II, Standards and specifications for Soil Erosion and
Sediment Control. Local extension agencies should also be consulted.

Maintenance

Inspection Schedule

• When infiltration basins are first placed into use they should be inspected on a
monthly basis, and more frequently if a large storm occurs in between that
schedule. During the period October 1 through March 31 inspections shall be
conducted monthly. Thereafter, once it is determined that the basin is
functioning in a satisfactory manner and that there are no potential sediment
problems, inspection can be reduced to a semi-annual basis with additional
inspections following the occurrence of a large storm. This inspection shall
include investigation for potential sources of contamination.

Sediment Control

• The basin should be designed with maintenance in mind. Access should be provided
for vehicles to easily maintain the forebay (presettling basin) area and not
disturb vegetation, or resuspend sediment any more than is absolutely necessary.

• Grass bottoms in infiltration basins seldom need replacement since grass serves
as a good filter material. If silty water is allowed to trickle through the
turf, most of the suspended material is strained out within a few yards of
surface travel. Well established turf on a basin floor will grow up through
sediment deposits forming a porous turf and preventing the formation of an
impenetrable layer. Grass planted on basin side slopes will also prevent
erosion.

Vegetation Maintenance

• Maintenance of vegetation established on the basin floor and side slopes is
necessary in order to promote dense turf with extensive root growth which
enhances infiltration, prevents erosion and consequent sedimentation, and
prevents invasive weed growth. Bare spots are to be immediately stabilized and
revegetated.

• The use of low-growing, stoloniferous grasses will permit long intervals between
mowings. Mowing twice a year is generally satisfactory. Fertilizers should be
applied only as necessary and in limited amounts to avoid contributing to the
pollution problems, including ground water pollution, that the. infiltration basin
is there to solve. Consult the local extension agency for appropriate fertilizer
types and application rates.
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111-3.6.3 BMP RI.06 Streambank Erosion Control ISBEC) Infiltration Basin

Purpose and Definition

This BMP is similar in design to the Water Quality Infiltration Basin (BMP RI.OS)
except that it is designed to provide only streambank erosion control; the soils
underlying this BMP will be too coarse for runoff treatment purposes. Stormwater
must always be treated prior to discharge to this BMP.

Figure 111-3.7 illustrates an infiltration basin.

Planning Considerations

Appropriate soil condieions and the protectLon of ground water are among the
important considerations which may limit the use of the BMP. See Section III-3.3
for a description of General Limitations.

Unlike the Water Ouality Infiltration Basin, this basin will typically be located
"on-line" and be an integral component of the primary conveyance/detention system.
The 6-month, 24-hour design storm must be completely treated prior to runoff being
discharged to this BMP.

Drainage areas can be up to SO acres for Water Quality Infiltration Basins. Basin
depths are generally from 3 - 12 feet.

Design Criteria

The design procedure described in Section 111-3.4 should be used to design an
infiltration basin.

• General - The construction of structures, materials allowed, accessibility for
maintenance, safety measures, easements, and hydraulic design methods shall be
the same as those required for detention basins in Chapter 111-4.

• Soils Investigation - A minimum of one soils log shall be required for each 5,000
square feet of infiltration basin area (plan view area) and in no case less than
three soils logs per basin. Each soils log shall extend a minimum of 3 feet in
depth below the bottom of the proposed basin, describe the SCS series of the
soil, the textural class of the soil horizon(s) through the depth of the log, and
note any evidence of high ground water level, such as mottling. In addition, the
location of impermeable soil layers or dissimilar soil layers shall be
determined.

• The design infiltration rate, f d , will be equal to one-half the infiltration rate
found from the soil textural analysis.

• Overflow route - An overflow route must be identified in the event that the basin
capacity is exceeded. This overflow route should be designed to meet Minimum
Requirement #2 (Preservation of Natural Drainage Systems).

• Runoff Treatment - Runoff from the 6-month, 24-hour design storm is to be
completely treated prior to discharge to this BMP.

• Slopes - Basins should be a minimum of 50 feet from any slope greater than
15 percent. A geotechnical report should address the potential impact of the
basin infiltration upon the steep slope.

• Buildings - Basins should be a minimum of 100 feet upslope and 20 feet downslope
from any building.
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• The infiltration surface area (~) used for s~z~ng the basin shall be computed by
measuring the surface area (plan view area) below the maximum design water
surface.

• Spillways - The bottom elevation of the low-stage orifice should be designed to
coincide with the one-day infiltration capacity of the basin. All other aspects
of the principal spillway design and the emergency spillway shall follow the
details provided for detention basins in Chapter III-4.

• Drawdown Time - Streambank Erosion Control Infiltration Basins shall be designed
to completely drain stored runoff within one day following the occurrence of the
lO-year, 24-hour design storm and within two days of the lOO-year, 24-hour design
storm (with appropriate correction factors as discussed in Chapter III-I).
Thus, a maximum allowable drawdown time of 48 hours is permissible.

• Vegetation - The embankment, emergency spillways, spoil and barrow areas, and
other disturbed areas shall be stabilized and planted in accordance with Minimum
Requirement #1 (Erosion and Sediment Control).

Construction and Maintenance Criteria

Construction Schedule

The sequence of various phases of basin construction shall be coordinated with the
overall project construction schedule. A program should schedule rough excavation
of the basin with the rough grading phase of the project to permit use of the
material as fill in earthwork areas. The partially excavated basin could Berve as a
temporary sediment trap or pond in order to assist in erosion and sediment control
during construction. However, basins near the final stages of excavation should
never be used prematurely for runoff disposal. Drainage from untreated, freshly
constructed slopes within the watershed area would load the newly formed basin with
a heavy concentration of fine sediment. This could seriously impair the natural
infiltration characteristics of the basin floor. Final grade of an infiltration
basin shall not be attained until after its use as a sediment control basin is
completed.

Specifications for basin construction should state the earliest point in
construction progress when storm drainage may be directed to the basins, and the
means by which this delay in use should be accomplished. Due to the wide variety of
conditions encountered among projects, each should be separately evaluated in order
to postpone use as long as is reasonably possible.

Excavation

Initial basin excavation should be carried to within 1 foot of the final elevation
of the basin floor. Final excavation to the finished grade should be deferred until
all disturbed areas in the watershed have been stabilized or protected. The final
phase of excavation should remove all accumulated sediment. Relatively light
tracked equipment is recommended for this operation to avoid compaction of the basin
floor. After the final grading is completed, the basin floor should be deeply
tilled by means of rotary tillers or disc harrows to provide a well-aerated, highly
parous surface texture.

Lining Material

Infiltration basins can be open or be lined with a 6 to 12-inch layer of filter
material such as coarse sand or a suitable filter fabric to help prevent the buildup
of impervious deposits on the soil surface. The filter layer can be replaced or
cleaned when/if it becomes clogged. When a 6-inch layer of organic material is
specified for disking or spading into the basin floor to increase the permeability
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of the soil, the basin floor should be soaked or inundated for a brief period and
then allowed to dry subsequent to this operation. This induces rapid decay in the
organic material and prevents the organic matter from becoming hydrophobic,
loosening the upper soil layer.

Establishing a healthy stand of vegetation on the basin side slopes and floor is
recommended. This vegetation will not only prevent erosion and sloughing, but will
also provide a natural means of maintaining relatively high infiltration rates.
Erosion protection of inflow points to the basin shall also be provided. Removal of
accumulated sediment is a problem only at the basin floor. Little maintenance is
normally required to maintain the infiltration capacity of side slope areas.

Selection of suitable vegetative materials for the side slopes and all other areas
to be stabilized, and application of correct amounts of fertilizer and mulches shall
be done in accordance with Volume II, Erosion and Sediment Control 4 Local extension
agencies should also be consulted.

Maintenance

Inspection Schedule

• When infiltration basins are first placed into use they should be inspected on a
monthly basis, and more frequently if a large storm occurs in between that
schedule. During the period October 1 through March 31 inspections shall be
conducted monthly. Thereafter, once it is determined that the basin is
functioning in a satisfactory manner and that there are no potential sediment
problems, inspection can be reduced to a semiannual basis with additional
inspections following the occurrence of a large storm (e.g. approximately 1 inch
in 24 hours). This inspection shall include investigation for potential sources
of contamination.

Sediment Control Effect on Vegetated Basins

• The basin should be designed with maintenance in mind. Access should be provided
for vehicles to easily maintain the forebay (presettling basin) area and not
disturb vegetation, or resuspend sediment any more than is absolutely necessary.

• Cleanout frequency of infiltration basins will depend on whether they are
vegetated or non-vegetated and will be a function of their storage capacity,
recharge characteristics, volume of inflow, and sediment load.

• Grass bottoms in infiltration basins seldam need replacement since grass serves
as a good filter material. If silty water is allowed to trickle through the
turf, most of the suspended material is strained out within a few yards of
surface travel. Well established turf on a basin floor will grow up through
sediment deposits forming a porous turf and preventing the formation of an
impenetrable layer. Grass filtration works well with long, narrow, shoulder-type
depressions (swales, ditches etc.) where highway runoff flows down a grassy slope
between the roadway and the basin. Grass planted on basin side slopes will also
prevent erosion.

Sediment Removal From Non-Vegetated Basins

• Sediment is most easily removed when the basin floor (or presettling basin) is
completely dry and after the silt layer has mud-cracked and separated from the
basin floor. It is recommended that hand raking and removal be done if possible
to avoid compaction of the infiltration media by equipment. Large-tracked
vehicles should not be used in order to prevent compaction of the basin floor.
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Tilling of the Non-Vegetated Basin Floor

• All accumulated sediment must be removed prior to tilling operations.
is required periodically, and at least once annually, the frequency of
removal will be reduced to small operations on a regular basis.

As tilling
sediment

• Tilling may be necessary to restore the natural infiltration capacity by
overcoming the effects of surface compaction, and to control weed growth on the
basin floor.

• Rotary tillers or disc harrows will normally serve this purpose. Light tractors
should be employed for these operations. In the event that heavy equipment has
caused deeper than normal compaction of the surface, these operations should be
preceded by deep plowing. In its final condition after tilling, the basin floor
should be level, smooth, and free of ridges and furrows to ease future removal of
sediment and minimize the material to be removed during future cleaning
operations. A levelling drag, towed behind the equipment on the last pass will
accomplish this.

• In the spring the basin surface may be quite porous due to the effects of frost
and subsequent thawing. The infiltration capacity diminishes rapidly thereafter.
To enhance infiltration capacity, tilling should be done once each season from
late June through September. To control vegetative growth, an additional light
tillage may be necessary during the growing season. Precautions must be observed
to avoid working any of the sediment accumulation into the basin floor as a part
of a light cultivation for weed control. ANY cultivation or tilling operation
must be preceded in all cases by careful sediment removal.

Side Slope Maintenance

• Maintenance of side slopes is necessary to promote dense turf with extensive root
growth which enhances infiltration through the slope surface, prevents erosion
and consequent sedimentation of the basin floor, and prevents invasive weed
growth.

• Seed mixtures should be the same as those recommended in the Erosion and Sediment
Control Volume.

• The use of low-growing, stoloniferous grasses will permit long intervals between
mowings. Mowing twice a year is generally satisfactory. Fertilizers should be
applied only as necessary and in limited amounts to avoid contributing to the
pollution problems, including ground water pollution, that the infiltration basin
is there to solve. Consult the local extension agency for appropriate fertilizer
types and application rates.
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111-3.6.4 BMP RI.lO Water Ouality (WQ) Infiltration Trench

Purpose and Definition

This BMP is a shallow excavated trench designed primarily to provide runoff
treatment but not streambank erosion control. The soils underlying this BMP must be
capable of removing pollutants from runoff and will likely have insufficient
permeability to be used for streambank erosion control. Trenches are generally 2 to
10 feet in depth backfilled with a coarse stone aggregate, allowing for temporary
storage of storm runoff in the voids between the aggregate material. Stored runoff
then gradually infiltrates into the surrounding soil. The surface of the trench can
be covered over with grating and/or consist of stone, gabion, sand, or a grassed
covered area with a surface inlet.

One alternative design is to install a pipe in the trench and surround it with
coarse stone; this will increase the temporary storage capacity of the trench. A
second alternative design is to build a vault or tank without a bottom (see BMP
RD.15 for details). An infiltration vault/tank is equivalent to a detention vault
with the bottom acting as the outlet, instead of having a control structure.

Figures 111-3.8 illustrates a Water Quality Infiltration Trench, located off-line
from the primary conveyance/detention system. Figure 111-3.9 shows a schematic of a
typical infiltration trench. Figures 111-3.10 through 111-3.15 illustrate other
variations of trench designs.

Planning Considerations

Appropriate soil conditions and the protection of ground water are among the
important considerations which may limit the use of this BMP. See Section 111-3.3
ror a description of General Limitations. One advantage of trenches is that they
have less tendency to become clogged with sediment than do other infiltration BMPs.

This BHP will typically be located ·off-line" from the primary conveyance/detention
system in order to effectively treat pOllutants and protect the infiltration soils
from clogging. Water Ouality Infiltration BMPs must always be preceded by a
pretreatment BHP to remove sediments that could clog the infiltration soils.

An infiltration trench will generally be used in relatively small drainage areas
(usually less than 15 acres). This practice can be used in residential lots,
commercial areas, parking lots and open space areas. Trenches are one of the few
BHPs that are relatively easy to fit into the margin, perimeter, and other less
utilized areas of developed sites, making them particUlarly suitable for
retrofitting. A trench may also be installed under a swale to increase the storage
of the infiltration system.

Design Criteria

The procedure described in Section 111-3.4 should be used to design an infiltration
trench. Trenches are assumed to have rectangular cross-sections, thus the
infiltration surface area (sides and bottom) can be readily calculated from the
trench geometry. The storage volume of the trench must take into account the volume
of backfill material placed in the trench (i.e., void ratio).

The same general criteria that were presented for Water Quality Infiltration Basins
(BMP RI.05) shall apply to trenches; the following information is also provided for
guidance:

• Soils Investigation - A minimum of one soils log shall be required for every 50
feet of trench length, and in no case less than two soils logs for each proposed
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trench location. Each soils log should extend a minimum of 3 feet below the
bottom of the trench, describe the SCS series of the soil, the textural class of
the soil horizon(s) through the depth of the log, and note any evidence of high
ground water level, such as mottling. In addition, the location of impermeable
soil layers or dissimilar soil layers shall be determined.

• The design infiltration rate, f d , will be equal to one-half the infiltration rate
found from the soil textural analysis.

• Pretreatment - Water Quality Infiltration Trenches must be preceded by a
pretreatment BMP. See Chapter 1-4 for selecting appropriate pretreatment BMPs.

• Drawdown Time - Infiltration trenches shall be designed to empty the 6-month, 24
hour storm event within one day (24 hours). This will ensure that the necessary
aerobic conditions exists in order to provide effective treatment of pollutants.
If a Presettling Basin (BMP RD.10) precedes the infiltration trench, the combined
drawdown time for both BMPs should be 24 hours.

• Backfill Material - The aggregate material for the infiltration trench shall
consist of a clean aggregate with a maximum diameter of 3 inches and a minimum
diameter of 1.5 inches. The aggregate should be graded such that there will be
few aggregates smaller than the selected size. Void space for these aggregates
is assumed to be in the range of 30 percent to 40 percent.

• Filter Fabric - The aggregate fill material shall be completely surrounded as
shown in Figure 111-3.9 with an engineering filter fabric. In the case of an
aggregate surface, filter fabric should surround all of the aggregate fill
material except for the top one foot.

• Overflow Channel - In general, because of the small drainage areas controlled by
an infiltration trench, an emergency spillway is not necessary. In all cases,
the overland flow path of surface runoff exceeding the capacity of the trench
should be evaluated to preclude the development of uncontrolled, erosive,
concentrated flow. A nonerosive overflow channel leading to a stabilized
watercourse shall be provided.

• Seepage Analysis and Control - An analysis shall be made to determine any
possible adverse effects of seepage zones when there are nearby building found
ations, basements, roads, parking lots or sloping sites. Developments on sloping
sites often require the use of extensive cut and fill operations. The use of
infiltration trenches on fill sites is not permitted.

• Buildings - Infiltration trenches should be located 20 feet downslope and 100
feet upslope from building foundations.

• Observation Well - An observation well shall be installed for every 50 feet of
infiltration trench length. The observation well will serve two primary
functions: it will indicate how quickly the trench dewaters following a storm
and it will provide a method of observing how quickly the trench fills up with
sediments. Figure 111-3.16 illustrates observation well details.

The observation well should consist of perforated PVC pipe, 4 to 6 inches in
diameter. It should be located in the center of the structure and be constructed
flush with the ground elevation of the trench as shown in Figure III-~.9. The
top of the well should be capped to discourage vandalism and tampering.
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Construction and Maintenance Criteria

Construction Timing

An infiltration trench shall not be constructed or placed into service until all of
the contributing drainage area has been stabilized and approved by the responsible
inspector.

Trench Preparation

Excavate the trench to the design dimensions. Excavated materials shall be placed
away from the trench sides to enhance trench wall stability. Care should also be
taken to keep this material away from slopes, neighboring property, sidewalks and
streets. It is recommended that this material be covered with plastic if it is to
be left in place for more than 30 days (see BMP El.20 in Volume II).

Fabric Laydown

The filter fabric roll must be cut to the proper width prior to installation. The
cut width must include sufficient material to conform to the trench perimeter
irregularities and for a 12 inch minimum top overlap.

Place the fabric rollover the trench and unroll a sufficient length to allow
placement of the fabric down into the trench. Stones or other anchoring objects
should be placed on the fabric at the edge of the trench to keep the lined trench
open during windy periods. When overlaps are required between rolls, the upstream
roll should overlap a minimum of 2 feet over the downstream roll in order to provide
a shingled effect. The overlap insures fabric continuity and allows the fabric to
conform to the excavated surface during aggregate placement and compaction.

Stone Aggregate Placement and Compaction

The stone aggregate should be placed in lifts and compacted using plate compactors.
As a rule of thumb, a maximum loose lift thickness of 12 inches is recommended. The
compaction process ensures fabric conformity to the excavation sides, thereby
reducing potential soil piping, fabric clogging, and settlement problems.

Overlapping and Covering

Following the stone aggregate placement, the filter fabric shall be folded over the
stone aggregate to form a 12 inch minimum longitudinal overlap. The desired fill
soil or stone aggregate shall be placed over the lap at sufficient intervals to
maintain the lap during subsequent backfilling.

Potential Contamination

Care shall be exercised to prevent natural or fill soils from intermixing with the
stone aggregate. All contaminated stone aggregate shall be removed and replaced
with uncontaminated stone aggregate.

Voids Behind Fabric

Voids may be created between the fabric and excavation sides and shall be avoided.
Removing boulders or other obstacles from the trench walls is one source of such
voids. Natural soils should be placed in these voids at the moat convenient time
during construction to ensure fabric conformity to the excavation sides. Soil
piping, fabric clogging, and possible surface subsidence will be avoided by this
remedial process.
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Unstable Excavation Sites

Vertically excavated walls may be difficult to maintain in areas where the soil
moisture is high or where soft or cohesionless soils predominate. These conditions
require laying back of the side slopes to maintain stability; trapezoidal rather
than rectangular cross-sections may result. This is acceptable, but any change in
the shape of the stone reservoir needs to be taken into consideration in size
calculations.

Traffic Control

Heavy equipment and traffic shall be restricted from travelling over the
infiltration areas to minimize compaction of the soil. The trench should be flaggec
or marked to keep equipment away from the area.

Observation Well

An observation well, as described in the previous section on design criteria and
shown in Figure III-3.16 shall be provided. The depth of the well at the time of
installation will be clearly marked on the well cap.

Maintenance

Inspection Schedule

• The observation well should be monitored periodically. For the first year after
completion of construction, the well should be monitored after every large storm
(>1 inch in 24 hours), and, during the period October 1 through March 31
inspections shall be conducted monthly. From April 1 through September 30, the
facility should be, monitored on a quarterly basis. A log book shall be
maintained by the responsible person designated by the local government
indicating the rate at which the facility dewaters after large storms and the
depth of the well for each observation. Once the performance characteristics of
the structure have been verified, the monitoring schedule can be reduced to an
annual basis unless the performance data indicate that a more frequent schedule
is required.

Sediment Removal

• Sediment buildup in the top foot of stone aggregate or the surface inlet should
be monitored on the same schedule as the observation well. A monitoring well in
the top foot of stone aggregate shall be required when the trench has a stone
surface. Sediment deposits shall not be allowed to build up to the point where
it will reduce the rate of infiltration into the trench.
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Figure III-3. 8
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Figure 111-3.9 Schematic of an Infiltration Trench
(Reproduced with permission from Schueler (16»
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Figure III-3.10 Median Strip Trench Design
(Reproduced with permission from Schueler (16)
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Figure 111-3.11 Parking Lot Perimeter Trench Design
(Reproduced with permission from Schueler (16»
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Figure III-3.12
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Figure III-3.13 Swale/Trench Design
(Reproduced with permission from Schueler (16»
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Figure III-3.14
(Reproduced with
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Figure 111-3.15 Underground Trench with Oil/Grit Chamber
(Reproduced with permission from Schueler (16))
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Figure III-3.16
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1II-3.6.S BMP RI.ll Streambank Erosion Control (5BECI Infiltration Trench

Purpose and Definition

This BMP is a shallow excavated trench designed to provide streambank erosion
control but not runoff treatment. The soils underlying this BMP will be too coarse
for pollution removal and stormwater must be treated prior to discharge to this BMP.
While physically resembling the Water Quality Infiltration Trench (BMP RI.IO) the
design criteria for this BMP more closely resembles that used for the Streambank
Erosion Control Infiltration Basin (BMP RI.06).

Figures 1II-3.9 through 1II-3.1S illustrate infiltration trench designs.

Planning Considerations

Appropriate soil conditions and the protection of ground water are among the
important considerations which may limit the use of this BMP. See Section 111-3.3
for 4 description of General Limitations 4

This BMP will typically be located on-line with the primary conveyance/detention
system. The 6-month, 24-hour design storm must be completely treated prior to
runoff being discharged to this BMP.

An infiltration trench will generally be used on relatively small drainage areas.
This practice can be used in residential lots, commercial areas, parking lots and
open space areas. Trenches are one of the few BMPs that are relatively easy to fit
into the margin, perimeter, and other less-utilized areas of developed sites, making
them particularly suitable for retrofitting. A trench may also be installed under a
swale to increase the storage of the infiltration system.

Drainage areas are generally limited to less than 15 acres.

One advantage of trenches is that they have less tendency to become clogged with
sediment than other infiltration BMPs.

Design Criteria

The procedure described in Section 1II-3.4 should be used to design an infiltration
trench. Trenches are assumed to have rectangular cross-sections, thus the
infiltration surface area (sides and bottom) can be readily calculated from the
trench geometry. The storage volume of the trench must take into account the volume
of backfill material placed in the trench (i.e., void ratio).

General Criteria

• Soils Investigation - A minimum of one soils log shall be required for every 50
feet of trench length, and in no case less than two soils logs for each proposed
trench location. Each soils log should extend a minimum of 3 feet below the
bottom of the trench, describe the SCS series of the soil, the textural class of
the soil horizon(s) through the depth of the log, and note any evidence of high
ground water level, such as mottling. In addition, the location of impermeable
soil layers or dissimilar soil layers shall be determined.

• The design infiltration rate, fd , will be equal to one-half the infiltration rate
found from the soil textural analysis.

• Runoff Treatment - Runoff from the 6-month, 24-hour design storm is to be
completely treated prior to discharge to this BMP.
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• Drawdown Time - Streambank Erosion Control Infiltration Trenches shall be
designed to completely drain stored runoff within one day following the
occurrence of the 10-year, 24-hour design storm and within two days of the 100
year, 24-hour design storm (with appropriate correction factors as discussed in
Chapter III-I). Thus, a maximum allowable drawdown time of 48 hours is
permissible.

• Surface Area - The infiltration surface area (A.> used for sizing the trench shall
be computed by measuring the surface area (plan view area) below the maximum
design water surface.

• Slopes - Trenches should be a minimum of 50 feet from any slope greater than
15 percent. A geotechnical report should address the potential impact of the
trench infiltration upon the steep slope.

• Backfill Material - The aggregate material for the infiltration trench shall
consist of a clean aggregate with a maximum diameter of 3 inches and a minimum
diameter of 1.5 inches. The aggregate should be graded such that there will be
few aggregates smaller than the selected size. Void space for these aggregates
is assumed to be in the range of 30 percent to 40 percent.

• Filter Fabric - The aggregate fill material shall be completely surrounded as
shown in Figure 111-3.9 with an engineering filter fabric. In the case of an
aggregate surfaced trench, filter fabric should surround all of the aggregate
fill material except for the top one foot, which is placed over the filter
fabric. See Figure 111-3.9 for details.

• Overflow route - An overflow route must be identified in the event that the
trench capacity is exceeded. This overflow route should be designed to meet
Minimum Requirement #2 (Preservation of Natural Drainage Systems).

• Spillways - The bottom elevation of the low-stage orifice should be designed to
coincide with the one-day infiltration capacity of the trench. All other aspects
of the principal spillway design and the emergency spillway shall follow the
details provided for detention basins in Chapter 111-4.

• Seepage Analysis and Control - An analysis shall be made to determine any
possible adverse effects of seepage zones when there are nearby building found
ations, basements, roads, parking lots or sloping sites. Developments on sloping
sites often require the use of extensive cut and fill operations. The use of
infiltration trenches on fill sites is not permitted.

• Buildings - Infiltration trenches shall be located 20 feet downslope and 100 feet
upslope from building foundations.

• Observation Well - An observation well shall be installed for every 50 feet of
infiltration trench length. The observation well will serve two primary
functions: it will indicate how quickly the trench dewaters following a storm
and it will provide a method of observing how quickly the trench fills up with
sediments. Figure 111-3.16 illustrates observation well details.

The observation well should consist of perforated PVC pipe, 4 to 6 inches in
diameter. It should be located in the center of the structure and be constructed
flush with the ground elevation of the trench as shown in Figure 111-3.9. The
top of the well should be capped to discourage vandalism and tampering.
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Construction and Maintenance Criteria

Construction Timing

An infiltration trench shall not be constructed or placed into service until all of
the contributing drainage area has been stabilized and approved by the responsible
inspector.

Trench Preparation

Excavate the trench to the design dimensions. Excavated materials shall be placed
away from the trench sides to enhance trench wall stability. Care should also be
taken to keep this material away from slopes, neighboring property, sidewalks and
streets. It is recommended that this material be covered with pla~tic if it is to
be left in place for more than 30 days (see BMP EI.20 in Volume II).

Fabric Laydown

The filter fabric roll must be cut to the proper width prior to installation. The
cut width must include sufficient material to conform to the trench perimeter
irregularities and for a 12 inch minimum top overlap.

Place the fabric rollover the trench and unroll a sufficient length to allow
placement of the fabric down into the trench. Stones or other anchoring objects
should be placed on the fabric at the edge of the trench to keep the lined trench
open during windy periods. When overlaps are required between rolls, the upstream
roll should overlap a minimum of 2 feet over the downstream roll in order to provide
a shingled effect. The overlap insures fabric continuity and allows the fabric to
conform to the excavated surface during aggregate placement and compaction.

Stone Aggregate Placement and Compaction

The stone aggregate should be placed in lifts and compacted using plate compactors.
As a rule of thumb, a maximum loose lift thickness of 12 inches is recommended. The
compaction process ensures fabric conformity to the excavation sides, thereby
reducing potential soil piping, fabric clogging, and settlement problems.

Overlapping and Covering

Following the stone aggregate placement, the filter fabric shall be folded over the
stone aggregate to form a 12 inch minimum longitUdinal overlap. The desired fill
soil or stone aggregate shall be placed over the lap at sufficient intervals to
maintain the lap during subsequent backfilling.

Potential Contamination

Care shall be exercised to prevent natural or fill soils from intermixing with the
stone aggregate. All contaminated stone aggregate shall be removed and replaced
with uncontaminated stone aggregate.

Voids Behind Fabric

Voids may be created between the fabric and excavation sides and shall be avoided.
Removing boulders or other obstacles from the trench walls is one source of such
voids. Natural soils should be placed in these voids at the most convenient time
during construction to ensure fabric conformity to the excavation sides. soil
piping, fabric clogging, and possible surface subsidence will be avoided by this
remedial process.
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Unstable Excavation Sites

Vertically excavated walls may be difficult to maintain in areas where the soil
moisture is high or where soft or cohesionless soils predominate. These conditions
require laying back of the side slopes to maintain stability; trapezoidal rather
than rectangular cross-sections may result. This is acceptable, but any change in
the size or the shape of the stone reservoir needs to be taken into consideration in
size calculations.

Traffic Control

Heavy equipment and traffic shall be restricted from travelling over the
infiltration areas to minimize compaction of the soil. The trench should be flagged
or marked to prevent drive-on.

Observation Well

An observation well, as described in the previous section on design criteria and
shown in Figure III-3.16 shall be provided. The depth of the well at the time of
installation will be clearly marked on the well cap.

Maintenance

Inspection Schedule

• The observation well should be monitored periodically. For the first year after
completion of construction, the well should be monitored on a quarterly basis and
after every large storm. During the period October 1 through March 31
inspections shall be conducted monthly. A log book shall be maintained by the
responsible person designated by the local government indicating the rate at
which the facility dewaters after large storms and the depth of the well for each
observation. Once the performance characteristics of the structure have been
verified, the monitoring schedule can be reduced to an annual basis unless the
performance data indicate that a more frequent schedule is required.

Sediment Removal

• Sediment buildup in the top foot of stone aggregate or the surface inlet should
be monitored on the same schedule as the observation well. A monitoring well in
the top foot of stone aggregate shall be required when the trench has a stone
surface. Sediment deposits shall not be allowed to build up to the point where
it will reduce the rate of infiltration into the trench.
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1II-3.6.6 BMP RI.1S Roof Downspout System

Purpose and Definition

A roof downspout system is an infiltration trench system intended only for use in
infiltrating runoff from roof downspout drains. This BMP is not designed to
directly infiltrate any surface water that could transport sediment or pollutants
such as from paved areas. Because runoff from rooftops is relatively clean, no
treatment is required prior to its discharge to the soil. Figure 1II-3.l7
illustrates a typical roof downspout system.

Planning Considerations - none.

Conditions Where Practice Applies

Roof downspout systems may be used in any situation where it is acceptable to
dispose of this runoff by avoiding or replacing the use of direct connections to
storm or sanitary sewers, or where such facilities do not exist. Because of their
small size, they are well suited for a retrofit in areas 'where additional runoff
control becomes necessary.

Advantages

• In areas where such practices can be used, they may cause a significant reduction
in the need for installation of storm sewers and other stormwater runoff control
facilities.

• Roof downspout systems are small and relatively simple to install and can be
retrofit into subdivisions as necessary.

Disadvantages/Problems

• As with all underground infiltration systems, these systems are difficult to
monitor, and may be difficult to replace if they are installed under paved areas.

• If used on single family residences, provisions should be made for maintenance
responsibility, perhaps through the homeowner's association.

Specific Limitations

• Roof downspout systems are meant only· to be used in areas where there is no
significant depositional air pollution. Advice on this should be sought from
Ecology or local agencies responsible for managing air quality if the residence
is near major sources of air pollution.

Design Criteria

The design criteria for infiltration trenches also applies to roof downspout systems
with the following exceptions and/or additions:

Trenches Installed Under Pavement

• Trenches may be located under pavement provided that a small yard drain\
catchbasin with a grate cover is placed at the end of the trench pipe such that
if the trench infiltration capacity is exceeded, the overflow would occur out of
the catchbasin at an elevation at least 1 foot below that of any overlying
pavement, and in a location which can accommodate the overflow and meet the
requirements of Minimum Requirement #2 (Preservation of Natural Drainage
Systems).
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Figure III-3.17
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Other Requirements

• Roof downspout systems shall be a minimum of 10 feet from any structure, property
line, or NGPE, and 30 feet from any septic tank or drainfield.

• Roof downspout systems shall be a minimum of 50 feet from any steep slope.

• The length of a roof downspout system should not exceed 100 feet from the inlet
sump.

• Each roof downspout system shall have an observation well similar to that
described for an infiltration trench. It should extend to the bottom of the
trench and be located at a point approximately halfway in length.

• Filter fabric shall be wrapped entirely around the aggregate rock prior to
backfilling.

Construction and Maintenance Criteria

Construction Specifications

Construction specifications are identical to those for infiltration trenches.

Maintenance

Maintenance procedures are identical for those of an infiltration trench. It is
important to consider the fact that since these facilities are installed on
individual structures, provision needs to be made for the maintenance of these
structures, especially when the systems are installed on single family dwellings.
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CHAPTER III-6

BIOFILTRATION SWALES AND VEGETATIVE FILTER STRIPS

BdLtor's Note: This edition of the manual has classified biofilt.ration swales and
vegetative filter strips as two different BIfPs. Though their pollutant removal
mechanisms are siJailar, t:.heir planning and design criteria are different enough to
warrant: separation.. However, this edition of the manual ret-ains the previous
edition's crit.eria; subsequent editions of -this manual will likely reElect changes
in p1.anning and design criteria.

There are st;ill uncertainties and differences of opinion on how to best design
biofiltration swales and vegetative filter strips. In addition, the effectiveness
of these BlfPs, especially for the treatment: of nutrients, is an unresolved issue.
As a resu1t of t:.his and other issues, Bcology plans to convene a standing advisory
group that will attemp~ ~o resolve key technical issues. A review of the latest
findings fro1/l. eurren~ biofilter monitoring projects will be conduc"ted and
reco1ll1D.endations lIIade regarding the design methodology, planning considerations,
construc"tion, and 1/I.aintenance of biofilters and vegetative filter strips.
Subsequent editions of this manual will incorporate such findings.

111-6.1 INTRODUCTION

111-6.1.1 Background

Biofiltration swales and vegetative filter strips are two practices which have been
used in stormwater management for some years. Only fairly recently have they been
studied to determine their effectiveness at treating pollution from stormwater
runoff and to assess their abilities to reduce peak flow rates. Because these two
BMPs are non-structural, they are considered desirable alternatives to ponds, tanks,
and vaults. At this time these two practices are assumed to provide runoff
treatment but not streambank erosion control (the latter is an issue that needs
further investigation, especially for less intensely developed sites).

111-6.1.2 Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this chapter is to present general and specific criteria for the
evaluation, design, construction, and maintenance of biofiltration swales and
vegetative filter strips. In particular, this chapter provides guidance on how BMPs
can be designed to accomplish one of the two primary stormwater management
objectives, runoff treatment and streambank erosion control (recall that source
control is another objective which is required in all cases). While streambank
erosion control is not generally provided by these BMPs, biofiltration swales can be
designed to convey higher flows to BMPs used for strearnbank erosion control and thus
may be incorporated into the primary conveyance/detention system.

Section 111-6.2. should be read first as it gives a description of the pollutant
removal mechanisms utilized by biofilters and vegetative filter strips to meet
Ecology's runoff treatment standard. Sections 111-6.3 and 111-6.4 provide detailed
planning, design, construction, and maintenance criteria for each BMP. A design
procedure is described in Appendix AIII-6.1 for both BMPs with an example problem
provided in Appendix AIII-6.2.
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Figure 111-6.1 Biofi1tration Swa1e
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111-6.2 RUNOFF TREATMENT AJlD CONVEYANCE

111-6.2.1 Overview

There are two types of biofiltration-type BMPs: the biofiltration swale (BMP RB.OS)
and the vegetated filter strip (BMP RB.lO). Figures 111-6.1 through 111-6.4
illustrate these BMPs. A biofiltration swale is a vegetated channel that is sloped
like a standard storm drain channel; stormwater enters at one end and exits at the
other with treatment provided as the runoff passes through the channel. With
vegetated filter strips the flow is distributed broadly along the width of the
vegetated area; treatment is provided as runoff travels as sheet flow through the
vegetation.

Which method to use depends upon the drainage patterns of the site. A vegetated
strip would function well where the water can be spread along the length of a
parking lot. Gaps in the lot curb provide the entry points. Of course, the grade
of the parking lot must be flat immediately parallel to the strip.

For runoff treatment purposes, biofiltration Bwales and vegetative filter strips are
to be designed to treat the 6-month, 24-hour design storm, as required by Minimum
Requirement #4 (see Chapter 1-2). Note: This is a change from the previous edition
of this manual. Formerly the design storm for biofilters was the 2-year, 24-hour
event. The change has been made so that all runoff treatment BMPs will be designed
in a consistent manner.

III 6.2.2 Mechanisms of Pollutant Removal

Biofiltration swales and vegetative filter strips use similar pollutant removal
mechanism, i.e., "biofiltration." The term "biofiltration" has been coined to
describe the more-or-l~ss simultaneous processes of filtration, infiltration,
adsorption and biological uptake of pollutants in stormwater that take place when
runoff flows over and through vegetated treatment facilities. Vegetation growing in
these facilities acts as both a physical filter which causes gravity settling of
particulates by regulating velocity of flow, and also as a biological sink when
direct uptake of dissolved pollutants occurs. The former mechanism is probably the
most important in western Washington where the period of major runoff coincides with
the period of lowest biological activity.

Another means of removing pollutants occurs as the stormwater contacts the soil
surface and infiltrates into the underlying soil. Dissolved pollutants are adsorbed
onto soil particles. This is a potentially important removal mechanism for both
dissolved heavy metals and phosphorus by undergoing ion exchange with elements in
the soil. In addition, biological activity in the soil can metabolize organic
contaminants. However, in highly porous soils storrnwater can be a threat to shallow
ground water since these soils have little treatment capacity. In such instances,
biofilter BMPs must meet the General Limitations for infiltration BMPs (see Chapter
111-3) or it may be necessary to install a liner to prevent infiltration.

The degree to which the above mechanisms operate will vary considerably depending
upon many factors such as the depth and condition of the vegetation, the velocity of
the water, the slope of the ground, and the texture of the underlying soil.
However, the most important criterion that can be developed from these variables is
the residence time of the stormwater in the biofilter, provided there is an adequate
stand of vegetation and the underlying soil is of moderate texture. Therefore, to
be effective, the biofilter must be designed such that the residence time is
sufficient to permit most if not all of the particulates and at least some of the
dissolved pollutants to be removed from the stormwater.

Design criteria that will maximize the effectiveness of biofiltration swales·and
strips are still in the developmental stage because their use for treating
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stormwater locally has only been applied and investigated for a relatively short
time. They have been largely based on work done in the early 1980s by researchers
at the University of Washington for the Washington State Department of
Transportation and have relied heavily on the finding that total suspended solids
and lead were reduced by at least 80 percent in 200 feet of grass swale (1).

The most recent comprehensive publication dealing with biofiltration systems locally
was prepared in 1988 by Horner (2) and the reader is referred to this document for
further details including a review of the literature and a survey of operating
biofilters.

III-6.3 BMP RB.05 BIOFILTRATION SWALE

Purpose and Definition

A biofiltration swale is designed to provide runoff treatment of conventional
pollutants but not nutrients. It does not provide streambank erosion control but
can be designed to convey runoff to BMPs designed for that purpose. Biofiltration
swales, when used as a primary treatment BMP, should be located "off-line" from the
primary conveyance/detention system in order to enhance effectiveness (they can also
be made smaller when located "off-line"). If a biofiltration swale is used to
protect a water quality infiltration BMP or a sand filtration BMP (see Chapter 111
3), then it will be necessary to locate it otoff-line."

In cases where a biofiltration swale is located "on-line" it must be sized as both a
treatment facility and as a conveyance system to pass the peak hydraulic flows of
the 10 and 100-year design storm. To be effective, the depth of the atormwater
during treataent auat not exceed the height of the grass.

Planning Considerations

1. Local governments should maintain the necessary flexibility in ordinances and
regulations to permit site-by-site assessment of biofiltration alternatives,
and to allow for discretionary design, installation, operating, and
maintenance requirements, as long as they do not conflict with the general
intent of design and maintenance requirements stated below.

2. Biofiltration should be regarded as one possible element of an integrated
stormwater management plan for any given site or class of sites. Selection
and implementation of alternatives should be based on stated water quality
objectives (see Chapter I-4).

3. With diverse opportunities existing to apply the variety of biofilter
configurationsL a creative approach is recommended to obtain the best match of
system and conditions.

4. Since biofiltration is an on-site rather than a regional technique, localized
commitments must be made to maximize its application and effectiveness.

5. Since flexibility exists in many design features, biofiltration success
depends more on proper construction and maintenance than any other factors;
effective" inspection and enforcement programs should be emphasized to ensure
that approved plans are implemented.

General Technical Recommendations

1. Natural drainage courses should be regarded as significant local resources
that are generally to be kept in use for stormwater management, including
biofiltration.
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2. Roadside ditches should be regarded as significant potential biofiltration
sites; road design standards and ditch maintenance programs should be
developed to maximize their usefulness in biofiltration.

3. Local governments should resist proposals to enclose open channels in pipes.
In addition to offering the opportunity for biofiltration, open channels
generally have more capacity than pipes and are easier to inspect and
maintain.

4. Retention/detention pond design requirements should recognize and assess the
alternative of installing low-flow biofiltration swales within ponds where
sufficient land does not exist for both.

5. Opportunities to fit biofiltration retroactively to areas already developed
should be exploited whenever possible.

6. Biofilters should generally not receive construction-stage runoff; if they do,
presettling of sediments should be provided (see BMPs E3.35 and E3.40 in
Chapter II-5). Such biofilters should be evaluated for the need to remove
sediments and restore vegetation following construction.

7. Biofilters should be protected from siltation by a permanent presettling basin
when the erosion potential is high (see BMP RD.10 in Chapter III-4);
otherwise, presettling is not generally needed for normal operation. However,
a series arrangement of a retention/detention pond and biofilter has the
ability to offer extra protection to a sensitive receiving water, due to the
complementary pollutant removal mechanisms that can operate in the two
devices.

8. Biofilters must be vegetated in order to provide adequate treatment of runoff.
By definition, biofilters require vegetation, and rock-lined or vegetated
channels are not biofilters.

Design Criteria

Overview

The design, planning, and operation and maintenance details that follow have been
adapted directly from Horner's "general recommendations" with minor modifications,
and while this is judged to be the best available information, it must be considered
as interim and subject to modification. Alternative criteria is being investigated
which may be reflected in future editions of this manual.

Questions remain about the nutrient-removing abilities of biofiltera in the Pacific
Northwest and further work needs to be done to resolve optimal geometry and slopes
of swales (2). As this and other information becomes available, especially
monitoring data and consequent new ideas on design, they will be incorporated into
later editions of this manual.

In summary, the interim criteria have been selected to ensure that the velocity of
water does not exceed 1.5 feet per second along a swale of 200 feet in length during
the water quality design storm (the 6-month, 24-hour storm). Although the 1990 and
1991 versions of this manual used the 2-year, 24-hour storm, we have chosen to
change it to the 6-month, 24-hour storm to make all BMP designs consistent. We do
not feel that the decrease in cross-sectional area and residence time are such that
the larger size storm design is necessary. An additional requirement for swales
designed to convey larger storms (up to the 100-year, 24-hour event) is that the
peak velocity for the maximum design storm is kept below erosive levels. Complete
details of the criteria are given below, and the appendices give step-by-step
procedures for designing strips and swales including an example calculation.
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General criteria

1. For biofiltration, it is important to maximize water contact with vegetation
and the soil surface. Gravelly and coarse sandy soils cannot be used for
biofiltration unless the bottom of the swale is lined to prevent infiltration.
(Note: Sites that have relatively coarse soils may be more appropriate for
stormwater infiltration for streambank erosion control purposes after runoff
treatment has been accomplished. In any case the General Limitations in
Chapter I1I-3 will dictate the use of coarse soils for stormwater management
purposes). Also, avoid very heavy clay soils that will not support good vege
tative growth.

2. Select vegetation on the basis of pollution control objectives and according
to what will best establish and survive in the site conditions. Also,
consider whether wildlife habitat development can occur in concert with
pollution control. If so, consider the needs of such development in
vegetation selection. For general purposes, select fine, close-growing,
water-resistant grasses. Alternatively, where some period of soil saturation
is expected, where particular pollutant uptake characteristics are desired, or
both, select emergent wetland plant species. Protect these plants from
predation during establishment by netting. See Appendix 1II-6.1 for specific
vegetation selection recommendations.

3. Establish grasses as follows (all weights are per 1,000 square feet):

If hydro-seeding

If broadcast seeding

5 lb. seed mix
7 lb. 10-20-20 (N-P-K) fertilizer'
50 lb. wood cellulose fiber mulch

5 lb. seed mix
7 lb. 10-20-20 (N-P-K) fertilizer'
70 lb. wood cellulose fiber mulch

·Note: this is just an estimate of the amount of fertilizer necessary.
Make certain that the proper amount of fertilizer for the soil type is
used.

4. Based on observations in this area, select a grass height of 6 inches or less
and a flow depth of less than 5 inches. Grasses over that height tend to
flatte~ down when water is flowing over them, which prevents sedimentation.
To attain this height requires regular maintenance.

s. Where grasses are to be cultivated, if possible, select an area where moisture
is sufficient to provide water requirements during the dry season, but where
the water table is not so high as to cause long periods of soil saturation.
Irrigate if moisture is inadequate during Bummer drought. If saturation will
be extended and/or the slope is minimal but grasses are still desired,
consider subdrains. Alternatively, consider designing a constructed wetland
or wet pond that has a substantially longer water residence time than a swale
or filter strip (see Chapter 1II-4). Also see BMPs El.35 and El.40 in Chapter
11-5 for more information on seeding and sodding.

6. The channel slope should normally be between 2 and 4 percent. A slope of less
than 2 percent can be used if underdrains are placed beneath the channel to
prevent ponding (Figure 1II-6.3). A slope of greater than 4 percent can be
used if check dams (Figure 1II-6.4) are placed in the channel to slow the
flows accordingly. (see Provisions for Swales #4, below).

7. If possible, divert runoff (other than necessary irrigation) during the period
of vegetation establishment. This requirement can normally be met in the
Pacific Northwest by planting during July or August. Sodding is an
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alternative when rapid establishment must occur.
not possible, cover graded and seeded areas with
slope covering material (see Chapter 11-5).

Where runoff diversion is
a suitable erosion control

8. Prevent bare areas in biofilters by avoiding gravel, rocks, and hardpan near
the surface; fertilizing, watering, and replanting as needed; and ensuring
effective drainage. Note: Fertilizer must only be used at an application rate
and formula which is compatible with plant uptake, and in relation to soil
type. For example, high application rates of nitrogenous fertilizer in very
permeable soils can result in leaching of nitrate into ground water.

9. If flow is to be introduced via curb cuts, place pavement slightly above the
biofilter elevation. curb cuts should be at least 12 inches wide to prevent
clogging.

10. Attempt to avoid compaction during construction. If compaction occurs, till
before planting to restore lost soil infiltration capacity.

Specific Criteria for Biofiltration Swales

1. Design swales for hydraulic capacity and stability according to the method
detailed in Appendix AIII-6.l. Base the capacity design for biofiltration on
the vegetation height equal to the design flow depth and the 6-month
frequency, 24-hour duration storm. Unless runoff from larger events will
bypass the swale, base the capacity design for flood passage on the 100-year
frequency, 24-hour duration storm, plus 1 foot freeboard (Figure 111-6.5).

2. Base the design on a trapezoidal cross-section for ease of construction. A
parabolic shape will evolve over time. Make side slopes no steeper than 3
horizontal:l vertical.

3. Provide a minimum of 200 feet of swale, using a wide-radius curved path, where
land is not adequate for a linear swale (avoid sharp bends to reduce erosion
or provide for erosion protection)~ If a shorter length must be used,
increase swale cross-sectional area by an amount proportional to the reduction
in length below 200 feet, in order to obtain the same water residence time.

4. Install log or rock check dams approximately every 50 feet, if longitudinal
slope exceeds 4 percent. Adjust check dam spacing in order not to exceed
4 percent slope within each channel segment between dams.

5. Below the design water depth, install an erosion control blanket, at least
four inches of topsoil, and the selected biofiltration seed mix. Above the
design water line, use an erosion control seed mix with straw mulch or sod
(see BMP El.15 in Chapter 11-5).

Construction and Maintenance Criteria

Construction

See Appendix AIII-5.l.

Maintenance

• Groomed biofilters planted in grasses must be mowed regularly during the
summer to promote growth and pollutant uptake. Be sure not to cut below the
design flow (maintenance personnel must be made aware of this requirement).
Remove cuttings promptly, and dispose in a way so that no pollutants can enter
receiving waters.
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• If the objective is prevention of nutrient transport, mow grasses or cut
emergent wetland-type plants to a low height at the end of the growing season.
For other pollution control objectives, let the plants stand at a height
exceeding the design water depth by at least two inches at the end of the
growing season.

• Remove sediments during Bummer months when they build up to 6 inches at any
spot, cover biofilter vegetation, or otherwise interfere with biofilter
operation. Use of equipment like a Ditch Master is strongly recommended over
a backhoe or drag line. If the equipment leaves bare spots, re-seed them
immediately.

• Inspect biofilters periodically, especially after periods of heavy runoff.
Remove sediments, fertilize, and reseed as necessary. Be careful to avoid
introducing fertilizer to receiving waters or ground water.

• Clean curb cuts when soil and vegetation buildup interferes with flow
introduction.

• Perform special public education for residents near biofilters concerning
their purpose and the importance of keeping them free of lawn debris.

• See that litter is removed in order to keep biofilters attractive in
appearance.

• Base roadside ditch cleaning on an analysis of hydraulic necessity. Use a
technique such as the Ditch Master to remove only the amount of sediment
necessary to restore needed hydraulic capacity, leaving vegetative plant parts
in place to the maximum extent possible.

III-6.4 BMP RB.I0 VEGETATIVE FILTER STRIP

Purpose and Definition

A vegetative filter strip is designed to provide runoff treatment of conventional
pollutants but not nutrients. This BMP is not designed to provide streambank
erosion control. Also, unlike a biofiltration swale, a vegetative filter strip
should not be used for conveyance of larger storms because of the need to maintain
sheet flow conditions, plus the filter strip would likely be prohibitively large for
this application.

Planning Considerations

See BMP RB.OS, Biofiltration Swale. Additional planning considerations are provided
below.

Applica~ion

Vegetative filter strips can be effective at pretreating runoff to protect
infiltration and filtration BMPs from siltation. It may also be a viable treatment
BMP for small, less intensely developed sites. The maximum recommended drainage
area for a vegetative filter strip is 5 acres. Vegetative filter strips must not
receive concentrated flow discharges as their effectiveness will be destroyed plus
the potential for erosion could cause filter strips to become sources of pollution.

Slope

Vegetative filter strips should not be used on slopes greater than about 10 percent
because of the difficulty in maintaining the necessary sheet flow conditions. Note:
This does not mean that vegetated buffers are not suitable for slopes greater than
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10 percent; it simply means that effective treatment of runoff is unlikely for
slopes greater than 10 percent. Do not confuse a Nbuffer zone," which is used to
protect streams and other environmental resources, with a "vegetative filter strip,"
which is a runoff treatment BMP.

Design Criteria

The design, planning, and operation and maintenance details that follow have been
adapted directly from Hornerls "general recommendations" with minor modifications,
and while this is judged to be the best available information, it must be considered
as interim and subject to modification. Alternative criteria is being investigated
which may be reflected in future editions of this manual. Questions remain about
the nutrient-removing abilities of biofiltration BMPs in the Pacific Northwest and
further work needs to be done. As information becomes available, especially
monitoring data and consequent new ideas on design, they will be incorporated into
later editions of this manual.

In summary, an interim criteria have been selected to ensure that a residence time
of 20 minutes for the water as it flows across (perpendicular to) the strip.
Complete details of the criteria are given below, and the appendices give step-by
step procedures for designing strips and swales including an example calculation.

General Criteria

See BMP RB.Os, Biofiltration Swale.

Specific Criteria for Vegetative Filter Strips

1. Design vegetative filter strips according to the same method detailed in
Appendix AIII-6.1 for biofiltration swales. Calculate the necessary filter
strip width (perpendicular to flow) on the basis of the 6-month frequency, 24
hour duration storm and a hydraulic radius (R) approximately equal to the
design flow depth (y). Note: The design flow depth (y) will normally be no
more than 0.5" (0.04 ft) because of the need to maintain sheet flow over the
strip)

2. Calculate the necessary length (parallel to flow) to produce a water residence
time of at least 20 minutes (the length should normally be in the range of
100-200 feet).

3. Install a shallow stone trench across the top of the
spreader or make use of curb cuts in a parking lot.
flow bypassing the filter strip.

strip to serve as a level
Make provisions to avoid

4. Vegetative filter strips should not be used for slopes in excess of 10
percent, and preferably less, because of the difficulty in maintaining the
necessary sheet flow conditions.

Construction and Maintenance

See BMP RB.OS, Biofiltration Swale.
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APPENDIX AIII-6.1
DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR BIOFILTRATION SWALE

AND VEGETATIVE FILTER STRIP DESIGN

Introduction

This section has been adapted with minor modifications from Appendix D - Application
Guide of "Biofiltration Systems for Storm Runoff Water Quality Control" by Dr.
Richard R. Horner (2).

This guide provides biofilter design procedures in full detail, along with examples.
It can be removed from the manual for convenient use alone, if desired. Refer to
Sections 111-6.3 and 111-6.4 for design criteria and operation and maintenance
details.

Procedure

Note: The procedures for swale and filter strip design are basically the same. The
steps are given in full for swales, and notes are included to allow the procedure to
be applied to filter strips as well. Unless specifically indicated, steps apply to
both filter strips and biofilters.

Preliminary Steps (P)

Step #

P-l. Estimate runoff flow rate (Q) for the 6-month frequency, 24-hour duration
storm, according to methods outlined in Chapter 111-1.

P-2. Biofilters should normally be placed on slopes of 2 to 4 percent. If it can
be demonstrated ~hat adequate drainage to avoid persistent pooling will occur
(using underdrains, if necessary), a slope less than 2 percent can be used.
If the site slope exceeds 4 percent, the local government should make a
determination of the site's suitability for a biofilter, and, if suitable,
what special design features should be included. If the slope exceeds
6 percent, it is recommended that the biofilter traverse the slope or that the
site topography be modified to produce a slope under 6 percent. If stepped,
each section should slope at less than 6 percent. In any swale application
with slope greater than 4 percent, check dams should be placed approximately
every 50 feet.

P-3. Select a vegetation cover suitable for the site.

Refer to Table 111-6.1 to select grasses. If the site will be persistently wet,
consider wetland genera such as !Y£hs (cattails), Scirpus (bulrushes), and Lemna
(duckweed), which have relatively high rates of pollutant uptake. Other wetland
plants that have been observed to serve well in biofilters are Carex (sedges), and
water cresses (A. Levesque, King County, personal communication). If development of
wildlife habitat is an objective, consider habitat needs in selecting vegetation.
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Table 1II-6. 1
Characteristics of Grasses Suitable for

Lining Puget Sound Region Biofilters. (a)

Common Name
Persistence!
Growth Form Description

Rating
(b)

Annual ryegrass or
Italian ryegrass

Kentucky bluegrass

Tall fescue

Annual/bunchgrass

Perennial/sod
forming

Perennial/
bunchgrasB

Common erosion 3
control grass;
establishes
rapidly on bare
soils but does
not reseed well.

Common turf grass; 3
may require irriga
tion in dry
season. May need
regular reseeding.

Common turf grass; 4
can be used alone;
may require irriga
tion in dry season.

Western wheatgrass Perennial/
sod-forming

Tolerates drought 3

a. Adapted from Goldman et al. (3). Other recommended grasses and legumes:

Meadow foxtail
Tall fescue
Redtop

Creeping red fescue
Timothy
Seaside colonial bentgrasB

Annual ryegrasses
White clover

other water-resistant grasses that grow well in regional conditions are
Poa trivial is (roughstalk bluegrass) and Lolium perenne (perennial ryegrasB)
(West. D., Seattle City Light, personal communication).

The seeding mix specified for the parking lot swales at the West Willows
Technical Center in Redmond was as follows:

52\ perennial rye
35\ winter rye 13\ clover

Shapiro and Associates recommends the following seeding mix for this
application (Gorski A. , Shapiro and Associates, personal communication):

40\ redtop bentgrass
30\ red fescue

20\ tall fescue 5\ Russian wild rye
5\ perennial rye

b. Ratings are for erosion protection: 1 - fair; 2 - good; 3 - excellent; 4 
superior.
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Design for Biofiltration Capacity

Note: There are a number of ways of applying the design procedure introduced by
Chow (4). These variations depend on the order in which steps are performed, what
variables are established at the beginning of the process and which ones are
calculated, and what values are assigned to the variables selected initially. The
procedure recommended here is an adaptation appropriate for biofiltration
applications of the type being installed in the Puget Sound region. This procedure
reverses Chow's order, designing first for capacity and then for stability. The
capacity analysis emphasizes the promotion of biofiltration, rather than
transporting flow with the greatest possible hydraulic efficiency. Therefore, it is
based on criteria that promote sedimentation, filtration, and other pollutant
removal mechanisms. Since these criteria include a lower maximum velocity than
permitted for stability, the biofilter dimensions usually do not have to be modified
after a stability check.

Design Steps {D}

Step #

0-1. Establish the height of vegetation during the winter and the design depth or
flow. Maximizing height advances biofiltration and allows greater flow depth,
which reduces the width necessary to obtain adequate capacity. However, if
nutrient capture is the principal objective, vegetation should be mowed at the
end of the growing season to minimize nutrient release. The design depth of
flow should be at least two inches less than the winter vegetation height.
Hote: Sheet flow «1 inch deep) generally exists in vegetative filter strips
(use 0.5 inch).

0-2. Select a value of Manning's n. Use one of the following values for an initial
analysis (after U.S. Department of Commerce, (5», or refer to Table 1II-2.8
in Chapter 1II-2. '

Dense grass up to 6 inches tall - 0.07
Vegetation with coarser stems (e.g., wetland plants, woody
plants) - 0.07

0-3. Select the swale shape. (Skip this step in filter strip design.)
Use a trapezoidal shape for biofilter swales, as is feasible.

Rectangular and V-shapes are the least desirable from the stability
standpoint. If one of these shapes is required by the site configuration,
specify reinforcement for the side walls in conformance with the standards of
the local government.

0-4. Use Manning's equation and first approximations relating hydraulic radius and
dimensions for the selected shape to obtain a working value of a biofilter
width dimension:

Q = 1.486 ARo.667 sO.5
n (6-1)

Where: Q =
n =
A =
R =
s

design runoff flow rate (ft 3 /s, cfs)
Manning's n (dimensionless)
Cross-sectional area (ft 2 )

Hydraulic radius = A/wetted perimeter (ft)
longitudinal slope as a ratio of vertical rise/
horizontal run (dimensionless)

Refer to Figure 1II-6.5 to obtain equations for A and R for the selected
shape. In addition to these equations, for a rectangular shape:
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A = Ty (6-2)

R = ~ (6-3)
T+2y

where: T width
y = depth of flow in feet, expressed as a decimal

If these expressions are sUbstituted in Equation 6-1 and solved for T (for
previously selected y), the results are complex equations that are difficult
to solve manually. However, approximate solutions can be found by recognizing
that T»y and z2»1, and that certain terms are nearly negligible. The
approximations for the various shapes are:

Parabolic: R ~ 0.67 Y (6-4)

Trapezoidal: R ~ Y (6-5)

V: R - 0.5 Y (6-6)

Rectangular: R - Y (6-7)
(Also use for vegetative filter strips)

Making these substitutions and those for A from Figure 1II-6.S, and then
solving for T gives:

(6-8)On
0.76 yI.66J sO.3

Parabolic: T"

(6-9)

(6-10)On

On

0.47 yO.5O] sO.3

1. 486 yI.661 sO.5 - Zy
b -

T -V:

Trapezoidal:

(6-11 )On
1.486 yl.66l sO.3

T -Rectangular:

(Also use for vegetative filter strips.)

For trapezoidal and V-shapes, select a side slope Z of at least 3.

Solve the appropriate equation for T or b. For a V-shape, check if Z =
T/2y is at least 3. For a trapezoid, compute b (Step 0-4a) and then top
width T, where T = b + 2yZ (Step 0-4b).

0-5. Compute A using the appropriate equation from Figure 111-6.5 or Equation 6-2.

0-6. Compute the flow velocity at design flow rate:

v = Q
A

(6-12)

This velocity should be less than 1.5 ft/s, a velocity that was found to
permit the sedimentation of most particles in typical urban runoff (see (2».
However, the smallest particles (clay and much of the silt fraction) may not
be removed. Also, it is not known what velocity will cause grasses to be
knocked from a vertical position, thus reducing filtration. Therefore, the
velocity should be as low as space allows.
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CHANNEL GEOMETRY

v - Shape

I" T ~ I

-==-==~I_~ Z=*

I'" e
Cross-Sectional Area (A) = Zy2
Top Width (T) = 2yZ

Hydraulic Radius (R) = Zy
2-JZ 2 + 1

Parabolic Shape.

Cross-Sectional Area (A) = ~Ty
3

Top Width (T) = .!.2A
Y

T2 yHydraulic Radius (R) =
1.5T2 + 4 y2

Trapezoidal Shape

I T I
~l~ ~~_,-------. ~ Z=~

~b--I... e
Cross·Sectional Area (A) = by + Zy2
Top Wid1h (T) = b+2yz

Hydraulic Radius (R) = by + Zy2
b + 2y-J Z2 + 1

Figure 111-6.5 Geometric Formula for Common Swale Shapes
(from Livingston et al_, 1984).
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If V > 1.5, repeat steps D-l to D-6 until the condition is met.

D-7. This approximate analysis tends to produce a design that results in V < 1.5,
often by a substantial margin. This situation is preferred if sufficient
space is available. If that is the case, proceed to the stability check.
IF NOT, perform a more exact analysis according to steps 0-8 to 0-15,
otherwise go to Step 0-16.

D-8. Estimate the degree
from Table 111-6.2.
high degree.

of retardance to flow created by the selected vegetation
When uncertain, be conservative by selecting a relatively

Table 111-6-2. Guide for Selecting Degree of Retardance (a).

Coverage Average Grass Height
(inches)

Degree of Retardance

Good 2-6
<2

Fair 2-6
<2

D. Low
E. Very low

D. Low
E. Very low

a. After Chow (4). In addition, Chow recommended selection of retardance 0
for a grass-legume mixture 4-5 inches high. No retardance
recommendatiops have appeared for emergent wetland species. Therefore,
judgment must be used. Since these species generally grow les8 densely
than grasses, using a "fair" coverage would be a reasonable approach.

D-9. Refer to Figure 111-6.6 and use the selected degree of retardance and
Manning's n from step D-2 to obtain a first approximation of VR, the product
of velocity and hydraulic radius.

D-10. compute hydraulic radius, using V~X

R = -Y!L
V...X

1.5 ft/s:

(6-13 )

0-11. Use Manning's equation to solve for the actual VR associated with this Rand
n:

VR = 1. 486 RI.667 sO.5

n
where VR is in units of ft2/sec

(6-14)

0-12. Compare the actual VR from step 0-11 and the first approximation of VR from
step D-9. If they do not agree within 5 percent, select a new n and repeat
steps 0-9 to D-12 until acceptable agreement is reached.

0-13. Compute the actual V for the final design conditions (using the actual VR
calculated in Step D-ll):

V = -Y!L
R

III-6-16
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Check to be sure V <1.5 ft/s.

0-14. Use the continuity equation to calculate the flow cross-sectional area (A):

A = Q
V

(6-16)

0-15. Use
b.
use

the appropriate
For trapezoidal
T = b+2yZ.

equation in Figure 1II-6.s or Equation 6-2 to compute T or
and V-shapes, use a Z of at least 3, and for trapezoids

0-16. If there is still not sufficient space for the biofilter, the local government
and the project proponent should consider the following solutions (listed in
order of preference):

a. Divide the site drainage to flow to multiple biofilters.

b. Use infiltration to provide lower discharge rates to the biofilter
(only if the criteria and General Limitations in Chapter 1I1-3 are
met) •

c. Increase vegetation height and design depth of flow (note: the
design must ensure that vegetation remains standing during design
flow) •

d. Reduce the developed surface area to gain space for biofiltration.

e. Increase the longitudinal slope.

f. Increase the side slopes.

Proceed to the stability check.

Check for Stability (Minimizing Erosion)

Notes:

(1) The stability check must be performed for the combination of highest expected
flow and least vegetation coverage and height.

(2) Maintain the same units as in the biofiltration capacity analysis.

Stability Check Steps (SC)

(Note: Not required for biofiltration BMPs which are located "off-line" from the
primary. conveyance/detention system, i.e., when flows in excess of the peak flow for
the 6-month, 24-hour design storm bypass the biofilter. This is the desired
configuration. )

Step #

SC-l~ Unless runoff from events larger than the 6-month, 24-hour storm will bypass
the biofilter, perform the stability check for the lOO-year, 24-hour storm.
Estimate Q for that event as recommended in preliminary step P-l~

SC-2~ Estimate the vegetation coverage ("good" or "fair") and height on the first
occasion that the biofilter will receive flow, or whenever the coverage and
height will be least. Attempt to avoid flow introduction during the
vegetation establishment period by timing of planting or bypassing.
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SC-3. Estimate the degree of retardance from Table 111-6.2. When uncertain, be
conservative by selecting a relatively low degree.

SC-4. Establish the maximum permissible velocity for erosion prevention (Vmu ) from
Table III-6. 3.

Table 111-6.3
Guide for Selecting Maximum Permissible
Swale Velocities for Stability Check (a)

Cover Slope Maximum Velocity
( 't ) (ft/sec)

Kentucky Bluegrass a - 5 5
Tall Fescue

Kentucky Bluegrass 5 - 10 4
Tall Fescue
Western Wheatqrass

Grass-legume Mixture a - 5 4
5 - 10 3

Red Fescue Redtop 0 - 5 2.5
5 - 10 Not Recommended

(a) Adapted from references 3, 4, and 6.

se-s. Select a trial Manning's n. The minimum value for poor vegetation cover and
low height (possibly, knocked from the vertical by high flow) is 0.033. A
good initial choice under these conditions is 0.04.

se-G. Refer to Figure 111-6.6 to obtain a first approximation for VR.

SC-7. compute hydraulic radius, using the Vrnax from step SC-4:

R = -YlL
Vmax

se-B. Use Manning's equation to solve for the actual VR:

(6-13)

VR = 1.486 R1.667 s0.5

n
(6-14)

SC-9.

SC-10.

Compare the actual VR from step SC-8 and first approximation from
step SC-6. If they do not agree within 5 percent, repeat steps SC-5 to
SC-9 until acceptable agreement is reached.

compute the actual V for the final design conditions:

SC-ll.

V = -YlL
R

Check to be sure V < V~x from step SC-4.

Compute the required A for stability:

A = ..JL
V

1II-6-18
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Figure III-6.6
The Relationship of Manning's n with VR for Various
Degrees of Flow Retardance (from Livingston et al.,

1984, after u.s. Soil Conservation Service, 1954)
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SC-12.

SC-13.

SC-14.

VR, PRODUCT OF VELOCITY AND HYDRAULIC RADIUS (feet2tsecond)

Compare the A computed in step SC-ll of the stability analysis with the
A from the biofiltration capacity analysis (step O-S or 0-14).

If less area is required for stability than is provided for capacity,
the capacity design is acceptable. If not, use A from step SC-ll of the
stability analysis and recalculate channel dimensions (refer to
Figure III-6.S or Equation 6-2). Use y from Step 0-1.

Calculate the depth of flow at the stability check design flow rate
condition for the final dimensions (refer to Figure 1II-6.S or
Equation 6-2). (For trapezoids use y = (T-b)/2Z)

Compare the depth from step SC-13 to the depth used in the biofiltration
capacity design (Step 0-1). Use the larger of the two and add 1 foot
freeboard to obtain the total depth (Yt) of the swale. Skip this step
in filter strip design. (Editor's Note: If space is limited, calculate
the depth needed for the lOO-year, 24-hour storm then add this depth
again for freeboard, up to a maximum freeboard of 1 foot.)
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Recalculate the hydraulic radius (trapezoidal channel - see Figure 111
6.5) :

R = ----------------

(use b from Step D-4 or 0-15 calculated previously for biofiltration
capacity, or Step SC-12, as appropriate, and y, = total depth from
step SC-14)

Make a final check for capacity based on the stability check design
storm and maximum vegetation height and cover (this check will ensure
that capacity is adequate if the largest expected event coincides with
the greatest retardance). Use Equation 6-1, a Manning's n of 0.1, and
the calculated channel dimensions, including freeboard, to compute the
flow capacity of the channel under these conditions. Use R from
step SC-lS, above, and A = by, + Zy,2 using b from Step D-4a, or 0-15 or
SC-12, as appropriate.

If the flow capacity is less than the stability check design storm flow
rate, increase the channel cross-sectional area as needed for this
conveyance. Specify the new channel dimensions.

Completion steps (CO)

Step #

CO-I.

CO-2.

If the biofilter is a 8wale, layout the swale to obtain the maximum
possible length. This length should be at least 200 feet. In limited
spaces, attempt to attain that length by using a curved path. Use the
widest radius bends possible to reduce the potential for erosion of the
outside of curved sections. If a length shorter than 200 ft. must be
used, increase A by an amount proportional to the reduction in length
below 200 ft., in order to obtain the same water residence time.
Recalculate channel dimensions from Figure 111-6.5 or Equation 6-2.

If the swale is a vegetative filter strip, select a length for the
calculated width that produces at least 20 minutes water residence time
(normally 100-200 feet).

If the swale longitudinal slope is greater than 4 percent, design log or
rock check darns approximately every 50 feet.
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APPENDIX AIII-6.2
EXAMPLE PROBLEM SHOWING APPLICATION OF DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR BIOFILTRATION SWALES AND

VEGETATIVE FILTER STRIPS

Preliminary Steps

P-l.

P-2.

P-3.

Assume that Q for the 6-month, 24-hour storm was established by one of
the recommended procedures to be 3 cfs.

Assume the slope (s) is 2 percent.

Assume the vegetation will be a grass-legume mixture, with the dominant
grass being red fescue.

Design for Swale Biofiltration Capacity

D-l.

D-2.

D-3.

Set the winter grass height at 6 inches and design flow depth (y) at
4 inches (i.e. 0.33 feet) (Eg. 6-9). Recall that the design flow must
be at least two inches less than the winter grass height.

Use n = 0.07

Base the design on a trapezoidal shape, with side slope (Z) equal to 3.

D-4a. Calculate the bottom width (b)

Where: n 0.07

Q = 3 cfs b = Qn/ ( 1. 486y l.667s 0.S)_ Zy
Y = 0.33'
s = 0.02 or
Z = 3

b = 5.24 feet

(6-9)

D-4b.

D-5.

D-6.

Calculate the top width (T)

T = b + 2yZ = 5.24 + [2(0.33)(3)J = 7.24 feet

Calculate the cross-sectional area (A)

A = by + Zy' = (5.24) (0.33) + (3) (0.332 ) = 2.06 ft'

(from Fig. III-6.5)

Calculate the flow velocity (V)

V = Q/A = 3__ = 1.46 ft/s <1.5, so OK
2.06

Proceed directly to stability check.

(6-12)

A top width of 6 to 10 feet is typical of many swales surveyed in the
area, and should fit within most sites. For the example, assume that it
does so. The calculation procedure of steps SC-8 through 15 will be
demonstrated in the stability check.
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Check for Channel Stability

SC-1.

SC-2.

SC-3.

SC-4.

SC-5.

Base the check on passing the lOO-year, 24-hour storm runoff flow
through the Bwale. Assume that Q for that storm was established by one
of the recommended procedures to be 16 cfs.

Base the check on a grass height of 3 inches with "fair" coverage
(lowest mowed height and least cover, assuming flow bypasses or does not
occur during grass establishment).

Table 1II-6.2: Degree of retardance = 0 (low)

From Table 1II-6.3, set Vmu = 3 ft/sec since the vegetation is a
combination of red fescue (Vmu = 2.5 ft/sec) and legumes (Vmu = 4
ft/sec) •

Select trial Manning's n = 0.04

SC-6. Figure 1II-6.6 VR 3 ft' /s

SC-7.

SC-8.

Eg. 6-13

Eg. 6-14

R = -YJL
Vrnax

R = 1.0 ft

VR = 1.486 RL667 8°·5

n

VR = 5.25 ft2/sec

SC-9. VR from step SC-8 <VR from step SC-6 by > 5%.

Select new trial n = 0.047

from Figure 1II-6.6 VR 1.7 ft'/s

SC-10.

Eg. 6-13

Eg. 6-14

Eg. 6-15

R = 0.57 ft.

VR = 1.75 ft'/s (within 5% of VR = 1.7)

v = VR/R = 1.75/0.57

V = 3.07 ft/s <5 ft/s (OK)

SC-l1. Eg. 6-16 A Q/V = 16/3.07 = 5.21 ft2

SC-12. For stability check, A = 5.21 ft' from
the capacity from Step 0-5 (2.06 ft').
dimensions using A from Step SC-ll and

A = by + Zy'

where: A 5.21 ft'
Z = 3
Y = ?
b = ?

Step SC-ll, which is greater than
Therefore, recalculate channel

referring to Figure 1II-6.5.

(Note: both depth and width dimensions can be varied to obtain needed
value of A, which is 5.21 ft2 in this example.)
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For this example, choose y = 0.67 ft. (note that y was originally set at
0.33 ft. in Step 0-1) then calculate value for b.

For y = 0.67 ft., b = 5.81 ft.
T = b + 2yZ = 9.81 ft.

Calculate depth of flow at the stability design flow rate condition.

For trapezoids use y = (T-b)/2Z from Figure III-6.5, and b = 5.81 ft
and T = 9.8 ft from Step SC-12.

y = (9.81 - 5.81)/6 = 0.67 ft.

The value for y calculated in SC-13 (0.67 ft.) is greater than that used
in Step 0-1. Use the greater value, and add 1 foot freeboard to give a
total depth (y,) of 1.67 feet.

Recalculate hydraulic radius (R) where

b = 5.81 ft (from Step SC-12)
y, = 1.67 ft (from Step SC-14)
Z = 3 (from Step 0-3)

R = by, + ZYt,.'
1.1 feet

SC-16. Recalculate Q where:

Q = 1. 486 ARo.667 sO.5
n

(Eq. 6-1)

where:
A
R
s

n = 0.07
= bYt + ZYt 2 , using b from Step
= 1.1 feet (from Step SC-15)

0.02 (from Step P-2)

SC-12

A = (5.81)(1.67) + (3)(1.672) = 18.1 ft2

Q = 1.486 (18.1) (1.1)°·667 (0.02)°·5 = 57.9 cfs
0.07

This is > 16 cfs for 100-year, 24-hour storm if it coincides with
maximum flow retardance. Therefore, channel dimensions are okay_

Completion Steps

CO-l

CO-2

Assume 200 feet of swale length is available. The final channel
dimensions are:

Bottom width = 5.81 feet
Depth = 1.67 feet
Top width = b + 2yZ = 15.8 feet

No check dams are needed for a 2% slope.
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CHAPTER 111-7

OIL/WATER SEPARATORS

111-7.1 OVERVIEW

Oil/Water Separators have limited application in storrnwater treatment because their
treatment mechanisms are not well-suited to the "wastewater" characteristics of
storrnwater runoff (i.e., highly variable flow with high discharge rates, turbulent
flow regime, low oil concentration, high suspended solids concentration). In
addition, separators can require intensive maintenance, further restricting their
desirability as a stormwater treatment BMP. The primary use of oil/water separators
will be in cases where oil spills are a concern, in which case a spill control (SC
type) separator may be specified. There will be but a few other cases where an
oil/water separator would be required, as other BMPs are more appropriate for
controlling oil. Source control in particular should be the first option and may
negate the need for special treatment. Other than to capture spills, the use of
oil/water separators will be restricted to development sites that have high oil and
grease loadings, such as petroleum storage yards and vehicle storage and/or
maintenance facilities (see Chapters 1-4 and IV-2 for land uses which require
oil/water separators). There may be some cases that warrant the use of oil/water
separators due to high vehicular traffic~ These will have to be assessed on a case
by-case basis by the local government.

Sand filtration and oil absorbent materials are being investigated as alternatives
to oil/water separators. While there is very limited data on the effectiveness of
sand filtration for treating oil, this practice does have an established record of
treatment of other pollutants and effective treatment of oil may also be
accomplished. Sand filtration is to be considered an alternative to oil/water
separators on an interim basis until further data is collected. See Chapter 111-3
for details on sand filtration BMPs.

Absorbent materials are another alternative whose use has been pioneered by METRO in
King County. Widely used for controlling spills, these "pillows" have been
installed in storm drain inlets as a mechanism to absorb free oil from surface water
runoff. Limited data is available to assess their effectiveness and some
operational problems have occurred. The disposal of these pillows once they are
exhausted can be a problem as well.

Three types of oil/water separators are discussed in this chapter:

BMP RO.OS
BMP RO.10
BMP RO.1S

Spill Control (SC-type) Separator
API Separator
Coalescing Plate Separator (CPS)

See Figures III-7.1, 111-7.2, and III-7.3 for illustrations of these BMPs.

Because separators are usually manufactured units rather than constructed units,
only limited details will be provided in this chapter. If oil/water separators are
to be used, then an appropriate manufacturer or supplier should be contacted.

For a useful discussion of oil treatment of stormwater runoff the reader is referred
to the publication "Oil and Water Don't Mix: The Application of Oil-Water Separation
Technologies in Stormwater Quality Management" (METRO, October, 1990).
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111-7.2 PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS AND GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA

If an oil/water separator is used primarily for treatment (and not spill control),
it should be located off-line from the primary conveyance/detention system. The
contributing drainage area should be completely impervious and as small as necessary
to contain the aources of oil. Non-source contributing areas only increase the size
(and coat) of the separator and do not improve effectiveness. Under no
circumstances should any portion of the contributing drainage area contain disturbed
pervious areas which can be sources of sediment.

Description There are three general types of separators. The first type is the
spill control separator (SC). It is a simple underground vault or manhole with a
"Tn outlet (Figure 111-7.1). The SC-separator is effective at retaining only small
spills. The SC-separator will not remove diluted oil droplets spread through the
stormwater from oil-contaminated pavement.

The other two types of separators can remove dispersed oil: the American Petroleum
Institute (API) separator (Figure III-7.2) and coalescing plate separator (CPS 
Figure III-7.3).

The API-separator is a long vault or basin with baffles to improve the hydraulic
conditions for treatment. Large API-separators may have sophisticated mechanical
equipment for removing oil from the surface and settled solids from the bottom.
However, most applications will use the simple system as illustrated.

The CPS-separator contains a bundle of plates made of fiberglass or polypropylene.
The plates are closely spaced. Depending on the manufacturer and/or application,
the plates may be positioned in the bundle at an angle of 45 to 60° from the
horizontal.

The closely spaced plates improve the hydraulic conditions in the CPS-separator
promoting oil removal. The primary advantage of the CPS-separator is its ability to
theoretically achieve equal removal efficiencies with one-fifth to one-half the
space needed by the API separator, when designed to remove the same size droplets.

Type of Separator Required

Land uses that must use an API or CPS-separator are identified in Chapter I-4 and in
Chapter IV-2. The owner may choose between the API or CPS-separator using the
design criteria outlined below. Other land uses or businesses should use the SC
separator for spill control as needed.

Effluent Guideline

Ecology requires that stormwater have no visible sheen, average less than 10 mgjl
daily and at no time exceed a daily maximum of 15 mg/l.

Design Criteria

Requirements regardless of separator type

1. Separators should precede all other treatment and streambank erosion control
BMPs.

2. Appropriate removal covers must be provided that allow access for observation
and maintenance.
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3. Stormwater from building rooftops and other impervious surfaces not likely to
be contaminated by oil shall not discharge to the separator.

4. Any pump mechanism shall be installed downstream of the separator to prevent
oil emulsification.

Additional requirements for API and CPS-separators

1. Separators are to be sized for the 6-rnonth, 24-hour design storm. Larger
storms shall not be allowed to enter the separator; the use of an
isolation/diversion structure is recommended (see Chapter 111-3 for details).

2. Separators shall have a forebay to collect floatables and the larger
settleable solids. Its surface area shall not be less than 20 square feet
(ft') per 10,000 ft' of the area draining to the separator.

Additional requirements for CPS-separators

1. Plates shall not be less than 3/4 inch apart.

2. The angle of the plates shall be from 45° to 60° from the horizontal.

Absorbent pillows may be used in
should be placed in an afterbay.
be placed in the manhole/vault.
disposed of.

Sizing Procedure

separators. For API and cPS-type separators they
With the SC-separator, absorbent materials should

Used absorbent pillows will need to be properly

Oil droplets exist in water in a wide distribution of sizes. The separator
therefore is sized to remove all droplets of particular size and greater which will
ensure that sufficient oil is removed to achieve the effluent standard.

API-separators are usually sized to remove oil droplets 150 micron in size and
larger. Smaller droplets rise so slowly as to require a relatively large vault.
cps-separators are commonly sized to remove 60 or 90 micron and larger oil droplets.

There are no data on the size distribution of dispersed oil in stormwater from
commercial or industrial land uses with the exception of petroleum products storage
terminals. These data indicate that by volume, about 80 percent of the droplets are
greater than 90 micron. Less than 30 percent are greater than 150 microns. For
this manual both the API and CPS-separator are sized to remove 60 microns and larger
droplets at a temperature of 10°C giving a rise rate of 0.033 feet per minute. The
requirement for treatment of 60 micron and larger sized droplets may preclude the
use of API separators.

API-Separator Sizing

API-separators are sized using these general guidelines.

• Horizontal velocity: 3 fpm or 15 times the rise rate whichever is smaller
(rise rate of 0.033 ft/min is recommended)

• Depth of 3 to 8 feet

• Depth to width ratio of 0.3 to 0.5

• Width of 6 to 16 feet
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• Baffle height to depth ratios of 0.85 for top baffles and 0.15 for bottom
baffles

The separator is first sized for depth using the equation:

Depth = (Q/2Vh ) 1/2

where: Q = design flow (cfm)

Vh = design horizontal velocity (fpm) = 0.50 (15 times 0.033)

Calculate the width using the above ratios (i.e., 0.3 to 0.5 depth-to-width ratio).

Then calculate length using the equation:

Depth
Length =

Rise Rate

CPS-Separator Sizing

=
0.033

• 0.50
0.066

Calculate the projected (horizontal) surface area of plates required using the
following equation:

~=

Q

Rise Rate

Where ~ = projected surface area of the plate (ft. 2); note that the actual
surface area, Aa = ~ * cosine H

H = angle of the plates with the horizontal in degrees, usually varies from
45-60 degrees.

Q = design flow (cfm).

Rise rate - recommend using 0.033 ft/min.

Manufacturers of plate packs provide standard size packages which are rated at a
particular flow (usually in gpm). However, as the manufacturer's flow rating is for
conditions different than used above, the engineer must compare the plate surface
area with the above calculation4 Do not confuse the orojected plate area with
actual plate area (see Figure III-7.4).

The width, depth, and length of the plate pack and the chamber in which the plate
pack is placed is completely flexible and is a function of the plate sizes provided
by the particular pack manufacturer and standard size vaults that are available for
small sites.

1II-7.3 CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

Construction Specifications

There are no special construction considerations.
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Figure III-7.4 Cross-Section of CPS oil/Water Separator

f
Ap Projected IHomontllll Plate Area

Maintenance

Oil/water separators must be cleaned frequently to keep accumulated oil from
escaping during storms. 'They must always be cleaned by October 15 to
remove material that has accumulated during the dry season, and again after a
significant storm. In addition:

1. The facility shall be inspected weekly by the owner.

2. Oil absorbent pads are to be replaced as needed but shall always be replaced
in the fall prior to the wet season and in the spring.

3. The effluent shutoff valve is to be closed during cleaning operations.

4. Waste oil and residuals shall be disposed in accordance with current local
government Health Department ,requirements.

5. Any standing water removed during the maintenance operation must be disposed
to a sanitary sewer at a discharge location approved by the local government.

6. Any standing water removed shall be replaced with clean water to prevent oil
carry-over through the outlet weir or orifice.
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